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Abstract

What determines the prevalence of family firms? In this project, we investigate the role

of historical family culture in the spatial distribution of family firms. Using detailed

firm-level data from China, we find that there is a larger share of family firms in regions

with a stronger historical family culture, as measured by genealogy density. The results

are further confirmed by an instrumental variables approach and a matching approach.

Examining mechanisms, we find that entrepreneurs in regions with a stronger historical

family culture: i) tend to have family members engage more in firms; ii) are more likely

to raise initial capital from family members; iii) are more willing to pass on the firms

to their children. Historical family culture predicts better firm performance partly due

to a lower leverage ratio.
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1 Introduction

Family firms have attracted increasing interest and attention due to their economic impor-

tance over the past years. Around 65% to 80% of all firms in the world are family firms

(Davis et al., 1997; Cai et al., 2013). In the U.S., around 47% of the largest 2000 industrial

firms retain founding family ownership (Anderson, Duru and Reeb, 2009). Among pub-

licly listed international firms, 45% are family-controlled (La Porta, Lopez-de Silanes and

Shleifer, 1999; Ellul, Pagano and Panunzi, 2010). Family businesses are common in Latin

America, Africa, the Middle East, and parts of western Europe and Asia, though there is

a lot of heterogeneity across regions (Bertrand and Schoar, 2006). What determines the

prevalence of family firms?

Weber (1904) argues that strong family values deter the development of individual forms

of entrepreneurship, which are fundamental to the formation of capitalistic societies. How-

ever, does family culture facilitate or impede the development of family firms? In particular,

does it impact the composition of firms in a region? The empirical evidence on this ques-

tion remains scarce. In this paper, we explore the role of historical family culture in the

prevalence of modern family firms in the context of China.1 Family culture is the “cultural

patterns of family loyalties, allegiances and authorities” (Alesina and Giuliano, 2014).2 It

is usually defined as the individual values that stress the link between family members

and loyalty to the family (Algan and Cahuc, 2007; Alesina and Giuliano, 2014), which is

documented to influence economic development and individual behaviors widely. Family

culture could contribute to the establishment of family firms. For instance, entrepreneurs

with strong family ties might be able to raise initial capital from their family members

when bank loans are not available. They might assign important positions in their firms to

their relatives due to obligation or trust. They are also more likely to have a will to build

a family legacy and a desire to ensure survival and family control (Bertrand and Schoar,

2006).3 Therefore, regions with a stronger family culture are more likely to have a larger

share of family firms. However, existing cultural variations are usually at the country level,

which makes it difficult to control for unobserved economic and social factors in empirical

analysis.

China is an ideal setting for studying this topic. First, the private sector was shut down

during the socialist transformation in China after 1949, and almost all current private firms

were established after the reform and opening policy in 1978. This offers a good opportunity

to understand the roots of variation of family firm prevalence in China since these firms are

entirely new and family culture is predetermined. Second, focusing on a single country at

1We use historical family culture in this project because the proxy measure of family culture is not
contemporary but prior to 1949.

2Family culture and family ties are highly similar. They are interchangeable in our paper.
3Bertrand and Schoar (2006) finds that family ties are positively correlated with establishment size and

the fraction of self-employed. However, the fraction of family firms is regarded as the ideal measure of
industry structure outcome, which does not exist across countries.
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a disaggregated level helps us to exclude country level and sub-national level confounding

factors in the estimation. It also addresses the practical issue that the key measure of family

firm prevalence, the fraction of family firms, does not exist (or is not comparable) in many

countries. Third, family firms are highly prevalent and play an essential role in the Chinese

economy. For example, around 50% of private firms in China are family firms.4

To investigate the historical and cultural roots of the prevalence of family firms, we

gather detailed data on firms and historical family culture at the county level, the smallest

level possible in China. The analysis focuses on unlisted private firms, which make up the

majority of the Chinese economy and face fewer strict regulations and have fewer outside

investors than listed firms. In addition to the standard balance sheets, the firm data con-

tains extensive information on the resumes of the entrepreneurs and their family members’

engagement in the respective firms in 2010. This allows us to plausibly distinguish between

family5 and non-family firms and test the underlying mechanisms. We create our dependent

variable based on the detailed firm dataset, the fraction of family firms in each county.

The empirical strategy to test the hypothesis requires a plausible measure of historical

family culture. We make use of historical genealogy (1368AD-1949AD) to proxy the histor-

ical family culture.6 Specifically, we measure historical genealogy density by normalizing

the number of genealogy books, using the population in 1953, which helps us to address

the reverse causality issue in the identification. Genealogy describes family history and

relationships among lineage members across and within generations. It usually contains

basic information about each family member, important events in family history and infor-

mation on family properties or graves. It reflects family culture because it involves living

in an extended family and shows that people are interested in their family origins, lineage

continuity and intra-lineage member connections (Shiue, 2016). It serves the purposes of

worshipping ancestors and uniting family members (Feng and Chang, 2008). It has practi-

cal functions such as land allocation, providing public goods, organizing defences, and other

joint activities. It indicates that individuals within the extended family rely on the family

as a provider of services, insurance and other resources, which is a form of strong family

culture (Alesina and Giuliano, 2011). As noted in The Law of the Clan (1020AD-1077AD),7

without genealogies, the extended families do not know their origins and cannot be kept

together very long.

4The number is calculated from Chinese Private Enterprise Survey in 2010. By our baseline definition,
firms controlled by an individual without any other family members’ engagement are not family firms.

5Our baseline definition for the family firm is that a family owns more than 50% of the equity and at least
another family member (other than the founder) engages in the firm (either holds positive equity shares or
a board member position or the CEO position).

6The interpretation of genealogy varies across the literature. For instance, Greif and Tabellini (2017)
firstly use genealogy books to measure the number and origins of clans in China. Chen, Ma and Sinclair
(2020) use genealogy books to measure the clan culture emphasizing the influence of Confucian culture. In
line with existing literature, we focus more on the contemporary implications of historical clans, since large
clans gradually decomposed, and households and families became the norm.

7Zong Fa (宗法), by Zhang Zai
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Furthermore, we perform a validation test to show that historical genealogy density has

strong predictive power for people’s beliefs and behaviors related to family culture, using

a large scale detailed individual level survey in China. Specifically, people in regions with

a higher genealogy density tend to believe that family is important, have closer family

relationships and more interactions with other family members. In particular, we show

that their correlation is robust with controlling for other cultural norms, which might be

captured by genealogy density, such as trust, clan culture, and collectivist culture.

We find that historical genealogy density is positively correlated with the share of family

firms in counties. Empirically, a one standard deviation increase in genealogy density leads

to a 5.2 percentage points increase in the fraction of family firms. The effect is economi-

cally significant, considering that the average fraction of family firms is around 50%. We use

several strategies to prove that omitted variables such as historical economic development

and institutions that might promote both genealogy book compilation and family firms

do not drive our results. First, we control for an extensive set of confounders, including

geographic variables, measures of historical prosperity, and contemporary socioeconomic

variables. Second, we adopt an instrumental variable, based on the influence of Confucian

academies during the Song dynasty (960AD-1279AD) within 200 km. These academies

primarily promoted a new family clan system, and we do not find that they have persistent

effects on other contemporary economic outcomes. These findings are also confirmed by a

matching approach comparing neighbor counties, under the assumption that neighboring

counties share similar unobserved characteristics. This assumption is plausible in our set-

ting as the counties are usually formed around rivers, and the county boundaries are usually

natural borders such as rivers and mountains. By exploiting the spatial variation of geneal-

ogy distributions across neighboring counties, the matching estimation finds similar effects

of historical culture as the baseline results. We also use an analogous matching approach

based on GDP per capita or average nighttime light to show that family culture drives the

establishment of family firms in counties with similar economic development levels.

We conduct extensive examinations to address the concerns of potential confounding

factors and other channels, and check the robustness of the results. We start by document-

ing that catastrophic political movement such as the Cultural Revolution, which might

prevent the genealogy compilation, does not correlate with the genealogy density, and the

main results still hold with controlling for it. In addition, genealogy density after 1976 (after

the Cultural Revolution) displays a similar positive correlation with the family firm distri-

bution. By controlling for Jinshi (presented scholar) density, Juren (recommended man)

density, contemporary Confucian temples or Confucian academies during the Song Dynasty,

we show that traditional civil examination (Keju)8 or, more broadly, Confucianism does not

bias our results. To further eliminate the possibility that genealogy may affect the fam-

ily firm prevalence through contemporary economic development, we control for measures

8Bai and Jia (2016) and Chen, Kung and Ma (2020) discussed Keju exams in detail.
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of economic prosperity, such as GDP per capita and average nighttime light, and obtain

similar results. To mitigate the concern of migration, we demonstrate that the results are

robust with the inclusion of migration rate and immigration rate as controls, or excluding

counties in provincial capitals and sub-provincial cities which normally attract migrants.

We also show that marketization and government-business relations, which might correlate

with genealogy density and affect the fraction of family firms, do not bias our estimation.

Furthermore, we adopt alternative definitions of family firms, alternative samples and al-

ternative methods to check the robustness. Furthermore, we conduct a placebo test by

looking at the effects of the historical presence of Buddhist temples and find no influence

on contemporary family firms, implying that unobserved economic and institutional factors

driving the compilation of genealogy books and construction of historical Song academies

and Buddhist temples do not bias our results.

We test three mechanisms through which family ties might drive the presence and preva-

lence of family firms. In families with strong ties, firm owners would take account of family

members’ participation in firms in their utility, and have a stronger desire to maintain con-

trol within the family and build a family legacy. In light of these concerns, family firms

would therefore have family members own more equity shares or occupy more managerial

and director positions, making family firms persist over generations. Empirically, counties

with one standard deviation higher genealogy density see 2.1% more equity shares owned by

family members, and the fractions of board members, CEOs and managers who are family

members increase by 2.6%, 1.0% and 1.7%, respectively. Another channel is that family ties

could substitute for formal institutions regarding financing and investor protection due to

the high trust, altruism, reciprocity or sense of duty among family members. In our setting,

we show that in counties with stronger family ties, family firms are more likely to raise the

initial capital from family members instead of modern banks, which could further lead to

the family members’ participation in family firms through ownership of equity shares or

by occupying managerial positions. Furthermore, a stronger family culture indicates more

incentives to build a family legacy and ensure family control over generations. The findings

suggest that entrepreneurs exposed to stronger historical family culture have stronger in-

tentions to pass down firms to their children, and their children, in turn, are more willing

to inherit the business.

We further study the firm performance implications of historical family culture since it

has strong predictive power for corporate governance. The empirical results demonstrate

that, on average, firms in counties with a stronger historical family culture perform better.

The mediation analysis indicates that a lower leverage ratio, which may improve the firm

performance,9 serves as one mechanism since firms in these regions are generally more risk

averse and have less debt financing.

For suggestive evidence, the analysis is extended to the listed firms by utilizing a panel

9See studies by Campello (2006); Dalci (2018); Lang, Ofek and Stulz (1996); Opler and Titman (1994)
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dataset of all listed firms from 2003 to 2019. We perform similar estimations as for the

private firms. We find no significant impact of historical family culture on the share of

family firms among listed firms. This is possible because outside investors can quickly

obtain equity in or control over the firms through the stock market. Demand for professional

managers might increase, and financing from family members becomes less important. In

addition, public firms could be self-selected since firms in regions with a strong historical

family culture may have fewer incentives to go public. Family owners could refuse to sell

equity stakes to outsiders because they want to retain family management (Bloom and

Van Reenen, 2007).

This research project is related to several strands of literature. The first one is regarding

the formation and spatial distribution of family firms (Bennedsen et al., 2007; Lu and

Tao, 2009; Mueller and Philippon, 2011; Cai et al., 2013; Amore, 2017; Fan, Gu and Yu,

2021), and more broadly, the origins of industry structure and business ownership structures

(Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales, 2004; Bertrand and Schoar, 2006; Cetorelli and Strahan,

2006; Stuetzer et al., 2016; Pierce and Snyder, 2020). Previous studies have shown that the

gender of a departing CEO’s firstborn child (Bennedsen et al., 2007), contract enforcement

(Lu and Tao, 2009), social capital (Amore, 2017) and collective culture (Fan, Gu and

Yu, 2021) could impact family control and family engagement in firms, thus affecting the

formation of family firms. Mueller and Philippon (2011) show that family firms are more

common in countries where labor relations are hostile, based on around 30 observations.

Without a good measure of the prevalence of family firms across countries, Bertrand and

Schoar (2006) point out that cultural norms could impact industry structure measured by

average establishment size and the fraction of self-employed, which they believe are related

to the fraction of family firms. We contribute to this literature by systematically analysing

the effect of historical family culture on the formation of family firms and the prevalence

of family firms by using the share of family firms as the measure of industry structure at a

more disaggregated level.

The second strand of literature to which we contribute is on the impact of family culture.

The relationship between family culture and economic development has been discussed

extensively in the literature (Banfield, 1958; Coleman, 1990; Greif, 2006; Bertrand and

Schoar, 2006; Alesina and Giuliano, 2014; Greif and Tabellini, 2017). The majority of the

studies claim that stronger family ties impede economic development. In addition, family

culture is proved to be correlated with labor market outcomes (Alesina and Giuliano, 2010;

Alesina et al., 2015), participation in politics (Alesina and Giuliano, 2011), emergence of

pension systems (Galasso and Profeta, 2018) and cooperative behaviors (Enke, 2019). This

project is also broadly related to the literature studying the impact of culture on economic

outcomes through shaping institutions (Doepke and Zilibotti, 2008; Tabellini, 2010; Spolaore

and Wacziarg, 2013; Michalopoulos and Papaioannou, 2013; Giavazzi, Schiantarelli and

Serafinelli, 2013; Padró i Miquel et al., 2015; Currie et al., 2016). Family firms perform
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and behave differently compared to non-family firms in many respects. We contribute to

this literature by providing evidence that family culture could affect economic outcomes

by influencing the composition of firms in a region: it might impede individual forms of

entrepreneurship if Weber (1904) is correct, but it will facilitate the establishment of family

firms.

The third is the performance and behaviors of family firms. A large group of studies

have tried to explore whether family firms perform better or worse than their non-family

counterparts (Anderson and Reeb, 2003; Bennedsen et al., 2007; Lins, Volpin and Wagner,

2013; Sraer and Thesmar, 2007). The results seem to be conditional on whether the founders

are CEOs (Villalonga and Amit, 2006), whether current CEOs are related to founders

(Mehrotra et al., 2013; Pérez-González, 2006; Bertrand et al., 2008) and the industries

the family firms are in (Bennedsen et al., 2007). Amit and Villalonga (2014) have made

a detailed summary of this literature. It has also been discovered that family firms are

less tax aggressive (Chen et al., 2010), experience higher abnormal short sales prior to

negative earnings shocks (Anderson, Reeb and Zhao, 2012), invest less when inheritance

law is stricter (Ellul, Pagano and Panunzi, 2010; Tsoutsoura, 2015), and invest more in

employee relations (Kang and Kim, 2020). In addition, founders play more important roles

in family firms than professional managers in non-family firms (Becker and Hvide, 2019).

We contribute to this literature, first by investigating the role of family culture in corporate

governance in terms of shareholder structure, hiring decisions, and financing. Secondly, we

provide evidence that historical family culture could partly explain firm performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the background

of historical family culture and family firms in China. In Section 3, we describe the data we

use in this project and the validation of our genealogy measure. In Section 4, we present

the main results, including OLS, IV and the Matching estimation. In Section 5, we explore

the further robustness of our results. In Section 6, we discuss the channels through which

family ties predict the presence and prevalence of family firms. In Section 7, we provide the

firm performance implications of historical family culture and suggestive evidence on listed

firms. Section 8 is the conclusion.

2 Background

2.1 Historical Family Culture

Alesina and Giuliano (2014) define family culture as “cultural patterns of family loyalties,

allegiances and authorities”.10 Alesina and Giuliano (2010) measure family ties using indi-

vidual responses from the World Value Survey regarding the importance of the family and

the love and respect that children need to have for their parents.11 A strong family culture

10Family culture and family ties are highly similar. They are interchangeable in our paper.
11Desmet, Ortuño-Ort́ın and Wacziarg (2017) also use questions in World Value Survey to measure cultural
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indicates that more individuals rely on the family as a provider of services, insurance, and

other resources (Alesina and Giuliano, 2011). The traditional family in China is composed

of parents, children, siblings, and other extended family members. It has been a funda-

mental component of the social structure since the Confucian period. Chinese families in

history have several distinguishing features compared to western nuclear families. First,

they are larger in scale, and co-residence of several generations is preferred. The typical

historical Chinese family consists of five-generations living together as one unit (Baker,

1979), forming the foundation of family connections. As pointed out by Lv (2018), Song

Confucians were particularly enthusiastic about promoting the co-residence of several gener-

ations. Second, historical Chinese family culture advocates collectivism and individuals are

dominated by families. Third, under the influence of Confucianism, parents and children,

males and females, elder and younger siblings adhere to different roles, under the principle

of respecting elders and maintaining a harmonious relationship. Historical Chinese family

culture particularly emphasizes the importance of the family, filial piety, and mutual sup-

port among family members. This value system was primarily constructed by Confucius

and his disciples.

The Song dynasty (960AD-1279AD) is regarded as the most crucial period in Chinese

history in establishing a new type of family clan system, which was largely promoted by

Song Confucians (Feng and Chang, 2008; Biao, 2007). After the collapse of the aristocra-

cies of the Tang dynasty (618AD-907AD), Song Confucians needed to develop a new local

system to adapt to social changes. First, they reinterpreted the literature and compiled

books to solve the theoretical problems of the new type of family clan organization and

family structure. They also provided guidelines on how to behave and organize activities

within extended families, which emphasized and strengthened kinship bonds. For example,

Zhang Zai’s chapter, The Law of the Clan (1020AD-1077AD),12 suggests that the construc-

tion of the family clan system facilitates the connection among family members and helps

maintain stability in local societies, which is imperative for the emperor’s political control

of the country. Family Rituals (1169AD),13 which was written by Zhu Xi in the spirit of

maintaining family hierarchy, love and respect among family members, contains detailed

discussions on building ancestral halls, and organizing ceremonies like marriages, funerals

and family sacrifices. Other famous scholars during this period, such as Lv Zuqian, Lu

Jiuyuan, Ye Mengde, and Zhao Din, also compiled influential family clan regulations or

guidelines14 to encourage filial piety and unite family members.

Second, Song Confucians developed various practical and standard methods and models

to construct the family clan system at the local and grassroot levels. For instance, Ouyang

values.
12 Zong Fa (宗法)
13 Jia Li (家礼)
14 Lv Zuqian’s book: Jia Fan (家范); Lu Jiuyuan’s book: Lu Shi Jia Gui (陆氏家规); Ye Mengde’s book:

Shi Lin Jia Xun (石林家训); Zhao Din’s book: Jia Xun Bi Lu (家训笔录)
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Xiu and Su Xun created genealogy templates for commoners to trace family origins and

record lineage members (Lv, 2018), which were widely spread in later dynasties. Zhang Zai

and Cheng Yi initiated the construction of family temples and ancestral halls to maintain

a harmonious family system and worship ancestors (Feng and Chang, 2008). Clansmen

held important ceremonies, rites and sacrifices, and also discussed crucial issues there.

In addition, Fan Zhongyan started a practice of preparing charitable clan estates to help

family members who were in trouble (Twitchett, 1959).15 Some family clans also created

benevolence halls, which functioned in similar ways. Furthermore, some Confucian scholars

began to build academies to educate their descendants.16 These academies helped them

compete for educational resources and bureaucratic positions, which in turn fed back into

the development of family clans.

Altogether, Song Confucians’ theoretical guidance improved people’s awareness of sup-

porting family members, and these practices and methods played a role in building the

family clan system. Confucian scholars were highly involved with the teaching activities

of academies during the Song Dynasty, which facilitated the dissemination of ideas on the

family clan system and laid a solid foundation for the development of family culture in

later periods. In Chinese history, kinship groups have played a leading role in political and

economic affairs (Watson, 1982). Even in contemporary periods, kin-based organizations or

networks still serve their purposes of supporting cooperation, for example, in finding jobs

and entrepreneurship (Bian, 1994; Peng, 2004).

2.2 Genealogy

We use genealogies as a measure of historical family culture, as illustrated in Shiue (2016).

Genealogies (Jia Pu (家谱) or Zu Pu (族谱)) are the records of family history and relation-

ship between lineage members within and across generations. In China, the significant parts

of genealogies are genealogical tables or charts demonstrating the relationship and pedigrees

of lineage members organized by the birth order of each generation. They usually contain

the basic information about each lineage member, such as the name, birth date, death date,

marriage, and important honors. Many genealogies also include sections on lineage history

and migration, ancestral halls, graves of prominent (or all) ancestors, biographies of key

lineage members, and sometimes corporate landholdings (Harrell, 1987). The vast majority

of Chinese genealogies are recorded in a patrilineal way.17 Usually, genealogies are updated

and held by the eldest member of the extended family, who passes on the responsibility to

the next generation. Liu, Liu et al. (1959), Telford (1986) and Shiue (2016) provide more

15According to Wang (2013), inspired by Fan, there were 68 charitable clan estates with clear informa-
tion established by Confucian scholars during the Song dynasty. The majority of them were located in
southeastern China.

16Famous examples include Dongjia academy in Dean County, Hualin academy in Fengxin County and
Leitang academy in Jianchang county (Wang, 2013)

17There are no universal rules on how to record wives and sisters. In addition, they vary on formats and
details regarding whether or how to record adopted sons and lineage members who did not reach adulthood.
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extensive discussions on the contents of genealogies.

The history of written genealogies could be traced back to the Han Dynasty (206 BC-

220 AD) (Feng and Chang, 2008). Until the Song Dynasty (960AD-1279AD), preserved

genealogies were mainly compiled by royal houses and political elites (Shiue, 2016), because

genealogies were under the custody of the government and ordinary citizens were largely

restricted in this regard. However, this regulation was relaxed during the Song Dynasty,

and ordinary households began to compile their own genealogies without government in-

tervention. By the Ming and Qing Dynasties (1368AD-1911AD), the genealogical tradition

had spread widely among civilians (Harrell et al., 1995). A significant spatial variation

could be observed in Figure 1, which is consistent with the common understanding that

southeastern parts of China have denser genealogies.

Genealogies reflect historical family culture. The popular convention of compiling ge-

nealogies shows ordinary people’s interests in family origins, lineage continuity and intra-

lineage member connections (Shiue, 2016). They serve the purposes of worshipping ances-

tors and uniting family members (Feng and Chang, 2008). Compiling genealogies is a joint

work involving an extended family. Some genealogies also have practical functions like land

allocation, providing public goods, organizing defences, and other joint activities. It em-

phasizes the importance of the family, increases family interactions and strengthens family

identities. It indicates that individuals within the extended family rely on the family as a

provider of services, insurance and other resources, which is a form of strong family cul-

ture (Alesina and Giuliano, 2011). As noted in The Law of the Clan (1020AD-1077AD),18

without genealogies, the extended families do not know their origins and cannot be kept

together very long.

Some of the existing studies use genealogy as a measure of the strength of clan culture

(Greif and Tabellini, 2017; Chen, Kung and Ma, 2017; Zhang, 2020). Conceptually, clans

are typically regarded as a form of kinship organizations or kinship groups (Fei and Liu,

1982; Watson, 1982; Ebrey, Watson et al., 1986; Greif and Tabellini, 2010). Clans and

extended families differ in generational coverage and scope but are similar in other aspects.

Moreover, their boundary is ambiguous and debatable. For example, Greif and Tabellini

(2010) define a clan as a kinship-based community its members identify with and are loyal

to. Fei and Liu (1982) regards Chinese clans as family clans. Enke (2019) claims that living

in a clan is an index of kinship tightness. Genealogy records not only big kinship-based clans

but also smaller extended families. We use it to measure the historical family culture as

it generally reflects people’s interests in family origins in both clans and extended families.

Our interpretation does not contradict the usage of genealogy in the literature; instead, we

complete and extend the implications of genealogy in a broader perspective.

As discussed by Greif and Tabellini (2017), after China’s economic reform, households,

and not clans, were given land-use rights in the former collective farms, and privately-owned

18Zong Fa (宗法), by Zhang Zai
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businesses were permitted. Some large clans were gradually decomposed, and families and

households became the norm. Using a national representative individual-level survey in

China, we demonstrate that genealogy has strong predictive power for the concepts and

behaviors related to family ties. Specifically, people in regions with a higher genealogy

density tend to believe that family is important. They have closer family relationships and

more interactions with other family members. The historical family culture exerts persistent

influence on the contemporary family culture. The validation test is provided in Section

3.5.

2.3 Family Firms and Private Economy in China

Typically, family firms are characterized by a concentration of ownership, control and often

key management positions among family members (Bertrand and Schoar, 2006; Miller et al.,

2007), although the definitions of family firms vary across studies. Based on existing theo-

retical frameworks, family firms have advantages in several respects. First, they alleviate the

conflicts of interest between principals and agents because there is less separation between

the two roles (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). Second, family firms have more incentives to

embrace a long-term perspective in management due to reputation concerns (Bertrand and

Schoar, 2006). Third, there is less information asymmetry between the firm and its large

shareholders (Bøhren et al., 2019). Further, family ownership, which is relatively concen-

trated, may lead to closer monitoring of managers (Bloom and Van Reenen, 2007). However,

the demerits of family firms are also evident. Nepotism, for example, is a widely recognized

feature of family firms that could impede their growth because the narrow kinship networks

might only provide low-skilled and undiversified labor forces. In addition, adhering to rigid

inheritance rules, such as primogeniture or equal sharing rules, could be devastating to

family firms when such rules conflict with the development of firms.19 Because of family

firms’ coexisting merits and demerits, empirical studies of their performance demonstrate

differential results. Amit and Villalonga (2014) summarize 45 related papers in 20 countries

and find that the performance of family firms compared to their non-family counterparts

is contingent on: family business definition, geographic location, industry affiliation, and

intertemporal variation in economic conditions.

The development of family firms in China is strongly associated with the development

of the private economy. Prior to 1978, private sectors comprised a tiny fraction of the

Chinese economy, since they were basically eliminated during the socialist transformation

and cultural revolution. Private firms have developed rapidly since the economic reform

and opening up, especially after Deng Xiaoping’s famous southern tour in 1992. It is

estimated that the average annual growth rate of the Chinese private sector was around

14.3% between 1996 to 2002 (Allen, Qian and Qian, 2005). In 2008, non-public sectors in

China were worth 19 trillion RMB (approximately USD2.6 trillion) in total, contributing

19Bloom and Van Reenen (2007) find that primogeniture leads to inferior performance for family firms.
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65% of the GDP and accounting for 75% of the national employment and around half the

tax revenue (Cao, Cumming and Wang, 2015). In 2019, the total employment of private

sectors was around 230 million people.20

Claessens, Djankov and Lang (2000) think that the family firm is a norm in East Asia,

where family culture and Confucianism are deeply rooted in the social environment. Ac-

cording to the Chinese Private Enterprise Survey, there were approximately 4.98 million

private firms in China in 2006, around 73% of which were family firms.21 It is close to the

estimation in Nicholson (2008), which pointed out that about 75% of all firms in most de-

veloped economies are family firms. PwC’s Global Family Business Survey in 2018 reports

that there were 27 million private firms by the end of 2017 in China, with family businesses

forming the majority. As for publicly listed firms in China, according to the CSMAR fam-

ily firm dataset, approximately two-thirds are family firms.22 Renowned examples include

Wanda Group, Hengda Group and Midea Group. This proportion is high compared to

listed firms in other countries. According to La Porta, Lopez-de Silanes and Shleifer (1999),

45% of publicly listed international firms are family-owned. At least one third of S&P 500

firms are family firms (Anderson and Reeb, 2003). Considering that family firms are usually

small and medium-sized and there are plenty of state-owned listed firms, the proportion of

family firms should only be higher among private sectors. Based on these statistics, we can

find that family firms are an inseparable and pivotal part of the Chinese economy.

3 Data and Variables

3.1 Genealogy Data

Our genealogy data is collected from Shanghai library Chinese Genealogy Knowledge Service

Platform.23 This online platform was built for researchers and the general public who are

interested in genealogies and their family origins, and based on The General Catalog of

Chinese Genealogy.24 It slightly extends the number of genealogies and complements the

information on the same genealogies, such as their locations and time. This online platform,

in total, includes more than 54,00025 Chinese genealogies originating from more than 1,600

places in China, covering 608 surnames, and it is the largest Chinese genealogy collection

to date.26 The online platform contains digitized genealogy data, and these genealogy

20Data from http://data.stats.gov
21The fraction of family firms will change under different definitions, but it shows a considerably high

fraction of firms are family firms.
22The same as the above note.
23See https://jiapu.library.sh.cn/#/
24Zhong Guo Jia Pu Zong Mu, published in 2008 by Shanghai Library, which has been used in several

studies by Chen, Kung and Ma (2017); Greif and Tabellini (2017); Zhang (2020); Chen, Ma and Sinclair
(2020).

25See https://jpv1.library.sh.cn/jp/page/about
26The original The General Catalog of Chinese Genealogy covers 52401 genealogies and was the largest

collection (Zhang, 2020).
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books are mainly preserved in libraries, local archives and households. We use the number

of genealogies compiled during 136827 to 1949 within a region normalized by the 1953

population (genealogy density thereafter) as a measure of historical family ties. We only

consider genealogies prior to 1949 to avoid reverse causality. Unlike previous studies, we

geo-localize genealogy books in counties, the smallest level possible. This helps us to control

for all observable county level characteristics that may bias our estimation. The geographic

distribution of genealogy is displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Genealogy Density in China

3.2 Chinese Private Enterprise Survey

We focus on private firms because most family firms in the world are private (Bøhren et al.,

2019). The Chinese Private Enterprise Survey (CPES) is a large-scale nationwide survey

of privately owned enterprises in China. It was conducted jointly by (i) the United Front

Work Department of the CPC Central Committee, (ii) the All-China Federation of Industry

and Commerce, (iii) the State Administration for Industry and Commerce of the People’s

Republic of China, and (iv) the Private Economy Research Institute of China. It includes

14 waves (up to 2021) and each wave drew 0.03% to 0.05% of all the private firms in China.

The survey used the multi-stage stratified random sampling method to ensure that all of

the 31 provinces are well represented (Lu and Tao, 2009). It has been used extensively in

papers published in economics, management and finance journals, such as Li et al. (2008),

Lu and Tao (2009), Jia (2014), Shen and Su (2017).

CPES in 2010 is perfectly suited for studying private family firms in China because it

contains intensive information on family engagement in firm ownership and management,

which was not surveyed in other waves. It carefully distinguishes the founder’s ownership

and his/her family members’ ownership of equity shares. Many other datasets mix them

27Very few genealogies existed prior to 1368, the beginning of Ming Dynasty.
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together and cannot distinguish firms owned by an individual (without any family engage-

ment) and firms owned by a family. It also provides detailed information on family members’

occupations in the firms, as well as financing resources, inheritance decisions and firm per-

formance. Consequently, for our research purpose, we only consider the survey conducted

in 2010, which covers around 3000 firms with complete information in key variables.28

In the literature, the definition of family firms varies across studies (see Miller et al.

(2007) for a summary). We adopt a relatively strict and conservative definition. A private

firm is defined as a family firm if the founding family owns at least 50%29 of equity shares and

at least another family member (other than the founder) engages in the firm (either holds

positive equity shares or a board member position or the CEO position). This definition

follows Bøhren et al. (2019) and Amore, Garofalo and Minichilli (2014) to ensure that

the controlling family owns the majority of the equity share in private firms. In addition,

in the spirit of Claessens et al. (2002), Gómez-Mej́ıa et al. (2007) and Cai et al. (2013),

the engagement of family members can enhance the influence of the controlling family

in the firm’s management, and it conforms to a typical understanding that family firms

are characterized as an organization controlled and managed by multiple family members

(Bertrand and Schoar, 2006; Miller et al., 2007). Firms controlled by an individual without

other family members’ engagement are not family firms by our definition, discussing family

ties or nepotism in such firms is not meaningful.30 We adopt alternative definitions of family

firms in robustness checks and show that the main results still hold.

Based on the baseline definition of family firms, we generate the dependent variable,

the fraction of family firms in each county (the number of family firms surveyed over the

number of firms surveyed). In 2010 CPES data, some counties contain a limited number

of surveyed firms, which lead to a noisy calculation of family firm share. Consequently, we

only consider counties with at least five firms surveyed in our baseline regression (We also

change the threshold of the number of firms in our robustness check.). In the end, there are

204 counties in our sample. We show the geographic distribution of genealogy density and

share of family firms for counties with at least five firms surveyed in Figure 2 and detailed

summary statistics in the Appendix.

3.3 China Family Panel Survey

To validate our proxy measure for historical family culture - genealogy density, we use the

detailed individual level information from the China Family Panel Survey (CFPS). Though

genealogy is not a direct measure of historical family culture, we could validate it by demon-

28Genealogy density is not correlated with missing values in these key variables, as can be seen in Table
A.2.

29The threshold could be significantly lower for listed firms (Anderson and Reeb, 2003; Anderson, Reeb
and Zhao, 2012; Ellul, Pagano and Panunzi, 2010).

30Shen and Su (2017) believe all the firms in CPES are family firms because the largest shareholders for all
these firms are individuals or families. However, they do not distinguish individual firms and family firms.
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Figure 2: Genealogy Density and Share of Family Firms for Counties with at least 5 Sur-
veyed Firms

(a) Genealogy Density

(b) Share of Family Firms (5% threshold)

strating that it has large predictive power for people’s attitudes toward family. The China

Family Panel Survey is a nationally representative longitudinal survey project designed to

document changes in Chinese society, economy, population, education, and health etc. The

survey was conducted at the individual, household and community/village level. We use the

survey wave in 2010, as this is the only wave containing the genealogy information. This na-

tionally representative survey covers 33,600 adults and 14,960 households in 25 provinces,31

representing 95% of the population in China. Furthermore, to rule out the effect of trust

from the validation test, we merge the data on questions related to trust in the national

wave of 2012.32

The adult and family survey contains extensive questions on family and individual de-

mographics, economic situations, beliefs and attitudes, etc. Specifically, the household level

survey in 2010 records whether the household had a genealogy or not. We construct a proxy

31The sample of provinces excludes Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, Xinjiang, Tibet, Qinghai, Inner Mongolia,
Ningxia and Hainan.

32There are no questions related to trust in the survey in 2010.
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variable of historical family culture based on this question. The existing literature usually

uses subjective questions33 from the World Value Survey (WVS) to measure the strength

of family ties across countries (Bertrand and Schoar, 2006; Alesina and Giuliano, 2010).

Another way to measure family ties is to assess the frequency of contact between family

members or how close to the parents children live after they leave their parental house

(Alesina et al., 2015). We use both subjective and objective questions in CFPS closest to

these in WVS and estimate their correlations with genealogy. The five questions are (1)

How important is happy family, (2) How important is children having achievements, (3)

How close are the relationships among family members, (4) Did you visit the graves of dead

family members, (5) The number of relatives that visited you during the last spring festival.

Furthermore, we create the first component of the principal component of the above five

questions to assess the overall family value of an individual. We are not able to directly ag-

gregate the individual responses as the measure of family ties at the county level in our later

estimation, because the counties surveyed in CFPS are very different from counties surveyed

in CPES, which might end up a with very small sample size in our baseline estimation.

3.4 Other Datasets

Our county-level controls include a variety of geographical, historical and socioeconomic

variables. Geographical controls are distance to coast, altitude, ruggedness and calorie

suitability. We compute the distance from the centroid of a county to the coast in GIS

software. The altitude data is from CGIAR SRTM.34 The ruggedness variable is obtained

from Nunn and Puga (2012). Distance to coast, altitude, and ruggedness might affect

historical transportation, crucial for business development and interaction with strangers.

Convenient transportation reduces the cost of communicating with strangers, which might

indirectly lead to weaker historical family culture (Fincher et al., 2008) and scarcity of family

firms. We also control for the calorie suitability before 1500 from Galor and Özak (2016) to

account for the possibility that overall ancient agriculture potential might shape the cultural

traits in China. As discussed in Gowdy and Krall (2016), more advanced production modes

in agriculture are correlated with stronger family ties because they require cooperation

among family members. We average over raster points in a county for all variables originally

available in raster format, such as ruggedness.

For historical variables, we control for biography density, population density in 1880 and

tax per capita in 1820. Biography density is the total number of biographies in each county

from 1368 to 1949 normalized by the 1953 population. It is used to measure historical

33These three questions are: 1. How important family is in their life; 2. Choose which of the following
two statements they agree: (1) Regardless of what the qualities and faults of one’s parents are, one must
always love and respect them, or (2) One does not have the duty to respect and love parents who have not
earned it; 3. Choose with which of these two views they most tend to agree: (1) It is the parents’ duty to
do their best for their children even at the expense of their well-being, or (2) Parents have a life of their own
and should not be asked to sacrifice their well-being for the sake of their children.

34See https://bigdata.cgiar.org/srtm-90m-digital-elevation-database/
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human capital since the vast majority of the individuals with a biography during that

period are Keju degree holders (selected from civil examinations). Further, controlling for

biography density could also address the concern that some genealogies are complied for

the purpose of finding connections to renowned kin or ancestors. We obtain the number

of biographies from 1368 to 1949 (the same period as our genealogy data) in each county

from the China Biographical Database Project (CBDB).35 We normalize it using the 1953

population. Additionally, we add population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820 to

measure historical prosperity. The data is from Bai and Jia (2016). However, these two

variables are at the prefecture level, and they do not cover the entire territory of China.

Referring to Altonji and Pierret (2001), we code the missing values as zeros and add another

dummy indicating missing values of these two variables 36 to avoid an unnecessary reduction

in our sample size. 37

Our socioeconomic controls are mainly collected from the 2010 Chinese Census con-

ducted by the National Bureau of Statistics of China. It covers the entire population, and

provides the most comprehensive demographic information. We collect urbanization, sex

ratio and minority rate at the county level since they could be related to natural conditions

and cultural factors that might influence our outcomes. We control for a provincial capital

dummy. In addition, in light of the possibility that the constraints of entrepreneurs’ access

to formal institutes could force them to rely on family networks (Robb and Robinson, 2014),

we control for bank density (average number of banks established during 1990 to 2010 in

each county, normalized by 2000 population). The data is obtained from the China Banking

and Insurance Regulatory Commission.38

For our IV, we collect information about Confucian academies during the Song dynasty

(960AD-1279AD) from Bai (2012):39 the original data is gathered from extensive gazetteers

and historical documents. Finally, for our placebo, we use the number of Buddhist sites

in each county in 1820, normalized by the 1953 population. The data on Buddhist sites

originates from the National Gazetteer of the Qing Dynasty (1820).40 We collect it from

the website of WorldMap.41

3.5 Validation of Genealogy Measure

To document that genealogy is a plausible proxy of historical family culture in China, we

conduct a validation test of genealogy by relating it to the subjective and objective questions

35See https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/cbdb/home
36The underlying assumption of this method is that the missing values of population density in 1880 (and

tax per capita in 1820) are similar. In light of the fact that these missing values only exist outside of the
China Proper Area, this is not a strong assumption.

37Our sample size will decrease from 204 to 177 if we drop these missing values; however, the estimates
remain highly similar.

38See http://xkz.cbirc.gov.cn/jr/
39493 Confucian academies during the Song dynasty with clear information.
40It contains 2407 Buddhist sites with precise locations.
41See http://worldmap.harvard.edu/data/geonode:buddhist_sites_1820
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capturing the strength of contemporary family ties in CFPS. Specifically, we estimate the

following ordinary least squares model:

Yij = α+ βGenealogy Densityj +X
′
ijγ + Z

′
jδ + εij (1)

where Yij represents the responses of individual i in county j to five questions re-

lated to family ties in CFPS dataset and the first component of the principal component

analysis of these five questions. These questions are described in detail in Section 3.3.

Genealogy Densityj is historical genealogy density (number of genealogies compiled during

1368 to 1949, normalized by population in 1953) in county j. Xij is a set of individual

characteristic variables including age, gender, household registration status, ethnic group,

education level and marital status. Zj denotes county level geographic, historical, and so-

cioeconomic controls. Geographic variables include ruggedness, altitude, distance to the

coast and calorie suitability. Historical variables include biography density (1368-1949),

population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Contemporary socioeconomic vari-

ables are urbanization rate, sex ratio, minority rate, bank density, and provincial capital

dummy. Standard errors are clustered at the county level.

Table 1 displays the results of the validation. In odd columns, we perform uncon-

ditional regressions. In even columns, we control for the individual characteristics and

community/village fixed effects. We find that genealogy density is significantly positively

correlated with all questions relevant to family ties. The coefficients of genealogy density

are relatively stable for both magnitude and significance. We can observe that individuals

in counties with higher genealogy density attach more importance to the happiness of their

families, care more about the children’s achievements, have closer family relationships, are

more likely to have visited dead family members’ grave in the past year, and have more

relatives visiting them in the spring festival. Finally, the overall strength of family ties

measured by the principal components of previous outcomes is significantly stronger for

individuals in counties with higher genealogy density. Regarding the magnitude, one stan-

dard deviation increase in genealogy density leads to the principal components increase by

0.046 standard deviation. The results imply that historical genealogy density has strong

predictive power for the strength of family ties. Alternatively, we use another measure of

genealogy – a dummy variable equal to 1 if the household of individual i has a genealogy

book – as the independent variable. We include community or village fixed effects in Speci-

fication 1 instead of controlling for county level variables. The results in Table A.3 display a

similar positive correlation between holding a genealogy book and contemporary measures

of family ties.

Another potential issue for the measure of genealogy is that family ties might pick up

the difference in other cultural norms such as trust, clan culture, and collectivist culture

across individuals or regions. For instance, the existing studies find that there is a positive
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Table 1: Validation of Genealogy: CFPS Data

Dependent variable Happy family Child. having Family relation.
important achieve. important are close

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Genealogy density 0.034*** 0.032*** 0.033*** 0.026** 0.058*** 0.037**
(0.009) (0.009) (0.010) (0.011) (0.015) (0.017)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 29514 28608 29514 28608 27073 26255
R2 0.001 0.046 0.001 0.051 0.003 0.088

Dependent variable Visit grave # Relatives visit Principal component
last year spring festival of family ties

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Genealogy density 0.067*** 0.048*** 0.089*** 0.084*** 0.059*** 0.046***
(0.018) (0.016) (0.023) (0.022) (0.011) (0.014)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 29504 28598 29348 28443 29518 28612
R2 0.004 0.064 0.007 0.087 0.003 0.068

Notes. OLS regressions. All continous variables are standardized. Controls include individual level age,
gender, household registration status FEs, ethnic group FEs, education FEs, marriage status FEs, and
county level geographic controls, historical controls, and socioeconomic controls. Standard errors clustered
at the county level are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

correlation between family ties and trust across countries by using the indicators from

WVS (Alesina and Giuliano, 2014; Buggle and Durante, 2017), whereas the correlation is

negative within half of the countries (Bertrand and Schoar, 2006). As discussed in Section

2.2, genealogy may also reflect clan culture. Similarly, both family culture and collectivist

culture stress cooperation among family members or groups. To address this issue, we first

test the correlation between genealogy density and measures of other three cultural norms:

trust, clan culture, and collectivist culture. We construct a binary measure of general trust

based on the question in the CFPS dataset: do you in general trust or suspect others?

Similarly, contemporary clan culture is defined by a question in CFPS dataset: are there

any ancestral hall in your village or community? We follow (Fan, Gu and Yu, 2021) and

use rice cultivation to measure collectivist culture. Since rice area is not available at the

county level, we use rice suitability to proxy for the collectivist culture. The estimation

follows Specification 1. The results are presented in Table A.4. We can observe that the

coefficients of genealogy density are close to zero and insignificant for trust and ancestral

hall, though there seems to be a positive correlation between genealogy density and rice

suitability. Hence we further perform the robustness of the validation test by including these

three cultural norms and Confucian academies in the columns of principal components of

family ties in Table 1. Again, we find that the positive correlation between genealogy

density and family ties is very robust, as shown in Table A.5. The above tests indicate
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that genealogy density is a plausible measure or proxy variable of the strength of historical

family culture in China, and it is less likely to be affected by other cultural norms.

4 Main Results

In this section, we present our main empirical findings. We estimate the impact of genealogy

density on the share of family firms. To alleviate potential endogeneity concerns, we adopt

an instrumental variable approach and a matching approach to examine how historical

family culture drives the emergence of family firms.

4.1 Historical Family Culture and Fraction of Family Firms

In this section, we investigate the relationship between historical family culture and family

firm share in different counties. As discussed in Section 3, our measure of historical family

culture is county-level genealogy density (number of genealogies compiled during 1368 to

1949, normalized by population in 1953.). We only consider genealogies compiled prior to

1949 to avoid reverse causality. The estimation is based on the following equation:

Yj = α+ βGenealogy Densityj +X
′
jγ + µp + εj (2)

where Yj is the fraction of family firms42 surveyed in county j; Genealogy Densityj is ge-

nealogy density in county j; the coefficients of main interest is β, which captures the effect

of historical family culture on the prevalence of family firms. The vector X
′
j denotes geo-

graphic, historical, and socioeconomic controls that could be related to the outcome variable

and genealogy density simultaneously. Geographic variables include ruggedness, altitude,

distance to the coast and calorie suitability. Historical variables include biography den-

sity (1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Contemporary

socioeconomic variables are urbanization rate, sex ratio, minority rate, bank density, and a

provincial capital dummy. µp are province fixed effects; εj is the error term. We use robust

standard errors in our baseline estimation.

The results are reported in Table 2. Genealogy density is standardized. Province fixed

effects partially account for some geographic and institutional variations, and variations

in climate and policies. For instance, the implementation of one-child policy varies at the

province level (Ebenstein, 2010). The coefficients of genealogy density remain stable as

we gradually add more controls, suggesting that additional socioeconomic variables explain

limited variations of the outcome variable. Focusing on column (4), a one standard devi-

ation increase in genealogy density is associated with a 5.2% increase in family firm share

with full controls. In light of the fact that the average fraction of family firms under our

42See a detailed discussion of the definition of family firms in Section 3.2.
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Table 2: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (OLS)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.053*** 0.051*** 0.050** 0.052**
(0.017) (0.018) (0.019) (0.021)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
R2 0.250 0.254 0.262 0.268
Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We
only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during
1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; **
p<0.05; *** p<0.01.

baseline definition is 49.7%, this magnitude is non-negligible. These private firms were es-

tablished after 1978. The result confirms our hypothesis that historical family culture still

persistently predicts the distribution of family firms after the socialist transformation and

cultural revolution periods (1949-1976), which is consistent with the studies emphasizing

the strength of culture (Giuliano, 2007; Fernández and Fogli, 2009; Algan and Cahuc, 2010).

Kinship-based cooperation resumed and adapted well to the new environment when China

opened up and was determined to develop its private sectors (Peng, 2004).

Kelly (2019) points out that papers on long-term persistence might have inflated t statis-

tics due to severe spatial autocorrelation in residuals. We test this possibility employing

Moran’s I statistic (based on the same spatial weights matrix as Kelly (2019)). The statis-

tic is only -0.022 (Z score is -0.429 and p-value is 0.334) when using residuals of the first

regression in Table 2,43 which suggests very low spatial autocorrelation in our regression

residuals.

4.2 Instrumental Variable Results

To alleviate the concern about the potential endogeneity, we conduct empirical analysis us-

ing an instrumental variable, the influence of Confucian academies during the Song dynasty

(960AD-1279AD), which occurred prior to our sampling period of genealogies. OLS estima-

tion may be biased due to omitted variables. For instance, historical economic development

or institutions could potentially promote the genealogy compilation and contemporary fam-

ily firm development. The relevance of the instrument is based on the fact that during the

43The results are similar when we use residuals of of other regressions in Table 2.
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Song dynasty, Confucian scholars greatly promoted the establishment of a new type of fam-

ily clan system (Feng and Chang, 2008; Biao, 2007), and one channel is giving lectures at

their academies, as discussed in Section 2. These Confucian scholars were active around

one thousand years ago, making it difficult to measure their promotion of family culture

using the copies of their books or presence of ancestral halls, since very few are preserved.

However, it is plausible that their ideologies and values regarding family would be spread

through academies, where they taught their disciples. For example, Zhu Xi had been di-

rectly involved in teaching activities for more than 40 years. According to Ji (1996), he

was passionate about constructing Confucian academies and giving lectures every time he

was appointed to a new place as a government official. He gave lectures in more than 10

academies dispersed in at least 7 counties,44 many of which were constructed under his di-

rection. Scholars such as Zhang Zai, Cheng Yi, Fan Zhongyan, Lv Zuqian, and Lu Jiuyuan

are also recorded in Ji (1996) for their involvement in teaching or constructing academies.

Furthermore, Confucian academies during that period also interacted with each other by

inviting scholars to give lectures or debates and mirrored each other in terms of the con-

tents and ideologies they delivered. As a result, to create our instrumental variable, it is

reasonable to consider the influence of all the Confucian academies during the Song dynasty,

which spread the idea of constructing the family clan system and promoted family values.45

The instrumental variable is the influence of Song academies within 200 km of each

county, taking into account both the number and the distance of academies to counties. The

formula of the instrument is displayed in Equation 3, where n is the number of Confucian

academies within 200 km, dij is the distance of academy i to the centroid of the county j.

(200 − dij) is interpreted as the influence of academy i, assuming that a county would be

influenced more by closer Confucian academies. The threshold distance of 200 km is set

based on the fact that the vast majority of disciples of Zhu Xi, one of the most important

Confucian scholars in the Song Dynasty, were born in a county within 200 km of the nearest

academies of Zhu Xi, as shown in Figure A.1. We use different thresholds of distance as our

robustness checks, as reported in Table A.26 and Table A.27. Furthermore, to address the

concern that our results could be driven by the particular functional form, we also employ

the count of Confucian academies within 200 km as an additional robustness check in Table

A.28.

44Information summarized from Ji (1996) p.393-394, it can also be verified in Bai (2012) p.29
45Chen, Ma and Sinclair (2020) share a similar spirit and use distance to only the Zhu Xi academies as

the instrumental variable for genealogy density. We differ by considering all the Confucian academies during
the Song dynasty.
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Table 3: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (IV)

Second stage results

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.230** 0.238** 0.222** 0.237**

(0.114) (0.117) (0.113) (0.115)

Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

First stage results

Dependent variable Genealogy density

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Academy(within 200 km) 0.374*** 0.391*** 0.414*** 0.417***

(0.106) (0.117) (0.119) (0.123)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes

Historical controls No No Yes Yes

Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes

Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204

KP F-statistic 12.56 11.20 12.16 11.55

R2 0.416 0.426 0.432 0.449

Mean dependent vars. 0.460 0.460 0.460 0.460

Notes. County-level IV regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We only
consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during 1368 to
1949, normalized by 1953 population. We employ the influence of Confucian academies within 200 km during
Song dynasty as the IV for genealogy density. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; **
p<0.05; *** p<0.01.

Academyj =
n∑

i=1

(200− dij) (3)

The IV estimation results are presented in Table 3. Column (1) controls for the province

fixed effects only. It suggests that the instrument is relevant to the proxy of historical

family culture and is strongly positively correlated with genealogy density in the first stage.

Columns (2) to (4) gradually include an extensive set of control variables in the baseline

estimation, and the coefficients of academies remain stable and sizable: a one standard

deviation increase in the influence of Confucian academies leads to 0.417 higher genealogy

density as displayed in column (4). The second stage results document that historical family
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culture instrumented by Song academies is positively correlated with the fraction of family

firms in counties. The results are robust across all specifications in terms of significance

and magnitude of coefficients. The magnitude of effects of historical family culture is larger

compared to our OLS estimations. On the one hand, it is possible that the OLS estimations

underestimate the effect of historical culture due to omitted variables or measurement errors;

on the other hand, the IV might estimate the local average treatment effect of counties for

which the family culture was affected by Song academies. However, in the context of

accounting for measurement errors and omitted variable problems in genealogy density, the

IV estimates deliver new insights regarding the effect size and direction.

There are two potential threats to the identification. First, Song academies may have

a long term influence on contemporary economic development, which are relevant to the

share of family firms. To exclude this possibility, we regress contemporary socioeconomic

outcomes (including urbanization rate, average education, sex ratio and bank density) on

the instrumental variable under the baseline Specification 2. As reported in Table A.6, the

effects of Song academies on other contemporary outcome variables are very small and not

significant. The results suggest that Song academies are unlikely to affect the contemporary

fraction of family firms through channels other than historical family culture.

Second, this instrument might reflect the overall Confucianism during the Song dynasty

instead of family culture only. For instance, Confucianism contains other aspects of culture

and norms such as humaneness, rite and centring, and loyalty to the emperor. Bol (2008)

thinks that most Confucians and Neo-Confucians shared concerns about government, family,

economy, culture, and nature that followed from them. To rule out the possibility that

other aspects of Confucianism could be directly related to the prevalence of family firms,

we estimate the impact of contemporary Confucianism on the fraction of family firms. We

measure the overall contemporary Confucianism based on the distribution of 372 modern

existing Confucian temples46 with the same method as Equation 3, since they are not

directly used by famous scholars to promote family culture. As shown in Table A.7, Song

academies still strongly predict the distribution of Confucian temples in 2010. However,

contemporary Confucian temples are not related to the prevalence of family firms anymore.

It indicates the important roles played by those scholars who facilitated family clan culture

in Song academies.

4.3 A Matching Approach

4.3.1 Matching Based on Geographical Distance

To address the potential endogeneity, we also adopt the method of matching neighbor

counties, which was widely used in the literature, such as Banerjee and Iyer (2005), Huillery

(2009), Voigtländer and Voth (2012), Deryugina, MacKay and Reif (2020). Though our

46Data from Fan (2004) and Kong and Kong (2011), manually verified in Google and Baidu.
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Table 4: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (Matching)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.062*** 0.077*** 0.063** 0.057**
(0.017) (0.013) (0.024) (0.028)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Pair FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 120 120 120 120
R2 0.582 0.622 0.649 0.663
Mean dependent vars. 0.462 0.462 0.462 0.462

Notes. County-level matching. For each county, we find its mutually nearest county and match them to
be a pair (as a result, some observations would be dropped). Dependent variable is fraction of family firms
in each county. We only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number
of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude,
ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-
1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in
2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital
dummy. Province fixed effects and pair (pairs of mutually nearest counties) fixed effects are included.
Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; ***
p<0.01.

OLS analysis controls for precise and demanding variables, it remains plausible that not

all factors that correlate with both family firm share and genealogy density are included.

To overcome the omitted variable problem, we match counties by geographic location and

directly compare the outcomes of counties close to each other. This strategy exploits the

spatial discontinuity of genealogy densities across counties. The underlying assumption of

the method is that geographic neighbors share similar unobservable characteristics. Hence

the difference in the outcome variable is unlikely to be driven by the difference in the omitted

variables. For instance, if the natural conditions in one county are especially suitable for

crops which involve more family cooperation, it is reasonable to assume that its nearby

county is also suitable. If government capacity is weak in one county because of the far

distance from the national and provincial capitals, then its neighboring counties should

have a similar issue. Therefore, directly comparing the outcome of matched counties could

improve the estimation since it eliminates these shared unobservable factors.47

There are good reasons to think that neighboring counties are similar in the context of

China. The counties were usually formed around rivers, and county capitals were generally

located alongside rivers. Second, county boundaries exist before the emergence of genealogy,

and most are natural borders such as rivers and mountains that display strong historical

persistence to the present day.48 Third, the county areas are relatively small, and the mean

47The argument is also demonstrated in Card and Krueger (2015).
48The borders of counties may be adjusted due to dynasty change or population change over time, but
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area is 2675 square kilometers in our sample, confirming the similar geographic and social

conditions among neighboring counties. County borders are thus somewhat arbitrary. This

leads us to assume that neighboring counties share similar unobserved characteristics. To

perform our matching estimation, we have the following equation:

Yj = α+ βGenealogy Densityj +X
′
jγ + µp + θn + εj (4)

The only difference between Equation 2 and Equation 4 is that Equation 4 has a neigh-

borhood (or pair) fixed effect θn. Unlike Huillery (2009) where counties are connected

together, some of our counties are dispersed and do not share borders with any of other 203

counties in our sample. Consequently, our priority is to match mutually nearest counties,

either connected or not, to obtain disjoint pairs. We assume counties are similar within each

pair but different across pairs. Therefore, pairs must be disjoint; otherwise, by transmission,

we are assuming many counties are similar. Since two paired counties are mutual nearest

to each other, some counties are dropped because their closest county finds another county

closer. In total, we have 60 pairs of mutually nearest counties. Among these 60 pairs of

counties which can be reasonably assumed as neighbors, the average distance is 33.7 km

and the maximum distance is 118.7 km.49

The results of the matching estimation are displayed in Table 4. There are statistically

positive effects of genealogy density on the share of family firms across specifications. The

results are robust after we include the geographic controls in column (2), historical controls

in column (3) and socioeconomic controls in column (4). The matching estimates confirm

the results in the OLS estimation and have similar magnitudes of effects of genealogy density,

even though the number of observations is reduced by around 40%. Specifically, a one

standard deviation increase in genealogy density is associated with a 5.7 percentage points

increase in the fraction of family firms. The results strongly suggest that our findings are

unlikely to be driven by the unobserved or omitted characteristics at the county level.

Fan, Gu and Yu (2021) show that neighboring counties along the Qinling-Huaihe Line

(on the rice-wheat border) are different with respect to the collectivist culture, which might

impact the prevalence of family firms. In our robustness checks, we find that our results

still hold after excluding pairs near or across the Qinling-Huaihe Line.

Additionally, we match each county’s nearest neighbor to form a pair (not necessarily

mutually nearest) for another robustness check. No counties will be dropped, but a county

could appear several times if it is closest to several counties. However, the results are similar

to our baseline matching method.

are not likely to be due to family culture.
49Our results are robust when we only consider pairs with a distance less than 60 km, 80 km, or 100km.
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4.3.2 Matching Based on Economic Prosperity

Although geographically nearby counties share various unobservable characteristics, one

might still concern that the matching approach based on geographical distance cannot cap-

ture all of the unobservables. For instance, nearby counties could have differential economic

development levels. To mitigate this concern, we employ our baseline matching method

based on GDP per capita and average night light in 2010 separately. Specifically, for each

county, we find its ”mutually nearest county” in terms of GDP per capita or average night

light (pairs are disjoint). There are some papers using a matching approach based on char-

acteristics other than geographical distance, such as Deryugina, MacKay and Reif (2020)

and Alfaro-Urena, Manelici and Vasquez (2020). The results are displayed in the Panel

A and Panel B of Table A.25 respectively. As one can see, for a pair of counties with

similar economic prosperity, the county with stronger family ties are more likely to a have

higher share of family firms. It provides another dimension of evidence and further demon-

strates that our findings are not driven by economic prosperity. Combining the evidence

from matching based on geographical distance and matching based on economic prosper-

ity, we bolster our confidence that it should be genealogy density, other than unobservable

variables, that explains the difference in the prevalence of family firms.

5 Robustness Checks

5.1 The Cultural Revolution and Political Influence

Historical examples of attempts at eliminating the family as an institution, such as the

Cultural Revolution, have been catastrophic failures (Alesina and Giuliano, 2014). Zhang

(2020) finds that the number of genealogies compiled before 1950 in each prefecture is

strongly correlated with that after 1980,50 which suggests the persistence of family culture.

However, on the other hand, Greif and Tabellini (2017) point out that the Cultural Revolu-

tion impacted family clan culture and destroyed some genealogies. To mitigate the concern

that the Cultural Revolution might bias our estimation, we first examine the correlation

between genealogy density and the intensity of the Cultural Revolution. Following Bai and

Wu (2018) and Bai and Wu (2020), Cultural Revolution is measured by the number of

revolution-related deaths per 1,000,000 local population during the Cultural Revolution,

and the logarithm transformation of the death number plus 0.01. Table A.8 presents the

results. We gradually include baseline controls in regressions, and column (3) shows that

the Cultural Revolution has positive but insignificant correlation with the genealogy den-

sity. In contrast, the instrumental variable, Song Confucian academies, still displays strong

predictive power for genealogy. In addition, we control for the intensity of the Cultural

Revolution and political influence, which may affect both family firm share and genealogy

50We also find this result.
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density in the baseline specification. The political influence is proxied by the distance to

Beijing of each county (Wang, 2021). As one can see in Table A.9, the coefficients remain

positively significant after controlling for the intensity of the Cultural Revolution in the

first four columns or controlling for political influence in the last two columns. The magni-

tude is close to our baseline estimation, suggesting that the Cultural Revolution or political

influence does not drive our results. The impact of Cultural Revolution on family firms is,

however, small and insignificant.

Further, we calculate genealogy density after 1976 using the number of genealogies

compiled after the Cultural Revolution. Despite much fewer genealogies compiled during

the contemporary period, genealogy density after 1976 is still positively correlated with the

prevalence of family firms, as one can see in Table A.10.

5.2 Keju and Confucianism

Chen, Ma and Sinclair (2020) indicate that genealogy density could also be related to Keju

(the civil examination from the Sui Dynasty until the Qing Dynasty) and Confucianism,

because successful candidates in Keju exams were likely to compile genealogies. Confucian

literature dominates Keju’s content. Candidates who passed the provincial-level tests were

Juren (recommended man, provincial graduate), and those who passed national-level tests

were Jinshi (presented scholar, palace examination graduate). Bai and Jia (2016) and Chen,

Kung and Ma (2020) discussed Keju exams in more detail. Confucianism is measured by

Jinshi density in Chen, Kung and Ma (2020) and Juren density in Bai (2019). In our

baseline estimation, we control for the county-level historical biography density, which is

mainly the biographies of successful candidates in Keju exams. To measure the influence of

Keju and Confucianism in alternative ways, we control for Jinshi density in column (1), and

Juren density51 in column (2) of Table A.11. In column (3), we employ another measure

of Confucianism based on the distances of contemporary Confucian temples within 200 km

of each county, using the same formula as Equation 3.52 In column (4), we control for our

instrument, in case one might concern that it is a measure of Confucianism. Across columns,

we find our results are highly robust when we control for various measures of Confucianism.

It demonstrates that family culture, instead of Confucianism, predicts the ratio of modern

family firms.

5.3 Economic Prosperity

Family culture is correlated with economic development levels (Bertrand and Schoar, 2006).

In our baseline estimation, we control for variables on historical economic prosperity, but

these variables could contain measurement errors. In the matching approach, we have

51Both Jinshi density and Juren density data are from Bai and Jia (2016), only prefecture-level data is
available and the data is missing in some prefectures.

52The result is similar if we use each county’s shortest distance to a contemporary Confucian temple.
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shown that family culture still has a strong predictive power when we compare counties

with similar economic development levels. Furthermore, in this part, we control for the

GDP per capita in 2010 in the first two columns and average nighttime light in 2010 in

the last two columns of Table A.12. The results suggest that genealogy density still has a

positively significant effect on the fraction of family firms.

5.4 Migration

Entrepreneurs could migrate to relatively developed cities due to better business environ-

ments or enlarged markets. They are not necessarily influenced by local culture. To allay

this concern, we exclude counties belonging to a provincial capital or a sub-provincial city,

leaving only 130 observations in our sample. Unsurprisingly, Table A.13 demonstrates that

the effects of genealogy density are even more pronounced in these relatively smaller cities

with few migrants. Further, we compute the each county’s migration rate53 and immi-

gration rate54 using the 2010 population census and add them as a control separately in

our baseline estimation. Table A.14 shows that our results are robust when controlling for

migration rate or immigration rate.

5.5 Marketization and Government-business Relations

Marketization and government-business relations could also impact the prevalence of family

firms. Regions with a lower marketization level or less supportive government might rely

more on family ties to organize production. To account for these factors, we control for a

marketization index and a government-business relation index. The marketization index is a

continuous variable measuring the relative marketization process in each prefecture in 2010.

It is composed of five indexed, each of which reflects a specific aspect of marketization.

They are the relationship between the government and the market, the development of

the non-state-owned economy, the development of the product market, the development

of the factor market, and the development of the market intermediary organization and

legal system environment. The index is obtained from China Market Index Database.

Government-business relation index is a continuous indicator measuring the relationship

between government and business in promoting business development. It is a weighted

average index that comprises five aspects: how much attention governments give to firm

development, the public service provided by governments, the tax burden of firms, the

integrity of governments, and the transparency of governments. The index is from China

government-business relations ranking 2018.55

Table A.15 shows that the results are very close to our baseline estimation. Conditional

on marketization and government-business relations, family culture still positively predicts

53Ratio of migrants to the registered population.
54Ratio of immigrants to the registered population.
55Too many missing values in previous years.
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the fraction of family firms.

5.6 Alternative Definitions of Family Firms

As discussed in Section 4.1, we define a firm to be a family firm if the founding family owns

at least 50% of equity shares and multiple family members engage in the firm (either holds

positive equity shares, or board member position or CEO position). This definition could

differ from some of the literature regarding the threshold of family ownership and whether

to ensure multiple family members’ engagement. Among private firms, it is sensible to set

the threshold to be 50% to guarantee the control power of the family (Bøhren et al., 2019;

Amore, Garofalo and Minichilli, 2014). Referring to Villalonga and Amit (2006) and Ellul,

Pagano and Panunzi (2010), we also set the threshold to be 10% and 20%, although they

study publicly listed firms. Furthermore, we increase the threshold to 33.3% and 66.7%,

following Bøhren et al. (2019), which represents a family’s different control power over the

firm. Appendix Table A.16 demonstrates that our results are insensitive to the shift of the

thresholds with family engagement being guaranteed.

Table A.16 also displays results without ensuring other family members’ engagement.

The coefficients are still positive and significant, despite a decrease in the magnitude. This

suggests a strong link between genealogy density and multiple family members’ involvement

in the firm. Family culture will increase the concentration of control powers in a family,

but might not in a single individual.

5.7 Alternative Samples of Counties

We select counties with at least a certain number of firms surveyed. This threshold might

impact our results. There is a tradeoff when setting the threshold. A low threshold will

lead to more noisy observations since it would be questionable if we only use one or two

firms to compute family firm share within a county, whilst a high threshold will lead to

a small and unrepresentative sample. We choose counties with at least 5 firms surveyed,

taking into consideration both the accuracy of family firm share and sample size. To ensure

our results are robust under different thresholds, we report the results of selecting counties

with at least 3 or at least 10 firms surveyed in the Appendix (Table A.17 and Table A.18).

In addition, we also analyze the results at the firm level, with the outcome variable to be a

dummy indicating whether a firm is family firm in Table A.19.

As we can see, when the threshold is 3, the sample size increases from 204 to 276.

The results remain significant with similar coefficients to our baseline. When we set the

threshold at 10, the accuracy of the measure of family firm share has been improved, but

there is also a reduction in sample size from 204 to 114. The coefficients become even

more significant with a smaller sample size, which results from decreased standard errors.

Moreover, at the firm level, we consistently find the strong positive correlation.
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Furthermore, there are counties without any genealogies recorded. We are concerned

that there could be systematic differences between counties with genealogies and counties

without genealogies, which cannot be addressed by adding controls. We examine whether

our conclusions hold if we only consider counties with a positive number of genealogies. As

reported in Table A.20 in the Appendix, the estimates become even more pronounced after

excluding counties without any genealogies.

5.8 Alternative Methods

First, considering that our outcome variables essentially are fractions and are left censored

at 0 and right censored at 1, we adopt Tobit estimation and report the coefficients in Table

A.21. Second, our baseline specification always includes province fixed effects. Using this

approach, we focus on variation within provinces, which has its advantages since unobserv-

able characteristics could differ systematically across provinces. However, we also report

results without province fixed effects in Table A.22. Third, to alleviate the concern of the

spatial correlation of the observations, we calculate Conley spatial standard errors of base-

line estimates (Conley, 1999) with a cutoff distance of 100km and 500km in Table A.23.

We also report standard errors clustered at the prefecture level and province level in the

same table. Finally, we employ genealogy density in logarithm (plus one) to mitigate the

bias from extreme values, as in Table A.24. In brief, all these alternative methods confirm

our baseline results.

5.9 Instrumental Variable Approach and Matching Estimation

In Equation 3, we calculate the influence of Song Confucian academies within 200 km. This

might overestimate or underestimate the actual effects of an academy. Consequently, using

the same equation, we amend the threshold to be 100 km and 300 km as robustness checks.

As one can see in Table A.26 and A.27, the estimates are robust. Additionally, we adopt

the count of Confucian academies within 200 km as another robustness check in Table A.28.

It suggests that our results are not driven by the particular formula which computes the

influence of academies.

Another concern for the matching approach is that neighboring counties along the

Qinling-Huaihe Line (on the rice-wheat border) are different with respect to the collec-

tivist culture, which might impact the prevalence of family firms Fan, Gu and Yu (2021).

Qinling-Huaihe Line is near the latitude of 33 degrees north, and we only keep pairs of

counties whose latitudes are both above 34 degrees north or both below 32 degrees north.

Consequently, pairs near or across the Qinling-Huaihe Line will be excluded. The results

are displayed in Panel C of Table A.25. The estimates are close to our baseline matching

approach since only several pairs are dropped.

Our baseline matching approach ensures each pair contains mutually nearest counties.

Consequently, an observation would be dropped if its nearest county finds another county to
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be closer. To allay the concern of a small sample size, we find each county’s nearest neighbor

to form a pair (not necessarily mutually nearest), which guarantees that no observation

would be dropped. However, on the other hand, the same county could appear several

times if it is the nearest county for multiple counties. Panel D of Table A.25 demonstrates

that the effects of historical family culture on the distribution of family firms are still very

robust, even though the magnitude decreases a little compared to Table 4.

5.10 A Placebo Test

To further address the concern that genealogies might reflect historical economic prosperity,

we employ Buddhist sites density in 182056 as a placebo test. Although Buddhism was orig-

inated in India, it has become an inseparable part of Chinese society, both historically and

currently. According to Gernet (1995), as early as 1021 CE, there were 458,855 recorded

Buddhist monks and nuns actively living in monasteries. However, orthogonal to family

culture, Buddhism aims to overcome suffering caused by personal desire. Buddhist tradi-

tions usually emphasize transcending the individual self, reaching the realm of no desire

and non-existence of the self (Gethin et al., 1998). It does not emphasize the importance of

family nor mutual support among family members. However, historically, building a Bud-

dhist temple involved high costs - much higher than compiling genealogies. Consequently,

we regard it as a reasonable placebo to examine whether our results are driven by historical

economic prosperity.

As can be observed in Table A.29, historical Buddhism basically exerted no influence

on contemporary family firms. Overall speaking, the coefficients are very close to zero,

which indicates that regions capable of constructing more Buddhist temples in history do

not differ from those with worse economic conditions in terms of the contemporary fraction

of family firms.

This placebo test also mitigates the concern that our findings could be driven by other

cultural factors. In historically more developed regions or regions with stronger traditional

culture, people might be reluctant to embrace modern rules or cooperate with strangers to

establish a firm. However, as a representative traditional culture, Buddhism displays no

impact on the distribution of family firms. Our previous conclusions are more likely to be

driven by family culture, not other traditional cultures that do not emphasize family values.

6 Mechanisms

In this section, we investigate the channels through which historical family culture might

impact the prevalence of family firms. First, family firms’ common characteristics are family

members’ ownership of the firm and their participation in firm management (Bertrand and

Schoar, 2006; Miller et al., 2007). As pointed out by Cai et al. (2013), job assignments in

56Number of Buddhist temples and monasteries in 1820 in each county, normalized by 1953 population.
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firms are affected by family ties with firm heads. Historical family culture could enhance

family members’ engagement in the firm, leading firms to evolve to be, or persist as, family

firms. Second, the source of financing at the initial stage could be correlated with firm

types and their later development (Robb and Robinson, 2014). More family support of

funds might alter the startup’s capital structure and increase its likelihood of becoming

a family firm. We test whether firms in regions with a stronger family culture are more

inclined to raise capital from their family members instead of formal financial institutes,

such as banks. Third, family succession is an important issue for some of the firms and has

been discussed widely by scholars (Ayres, 1990; Burkart, Panunzi and Shleifer, 2003; Shen

and Su, 2017). In some literature, inherited control is a feature of (or closely related to)

family business (Pérez-González, 2006; Bennedsen et al., 2007). It is highly possible that

entrepreneurs attaching great importance to family ties tend to pass the firms on to the

next generation.

6.1 Family Engagement

The first potential mechanism is that historical family culture could facilitate family en-

gagement in firm ownership and management, resulting in stronger family control over the

firm. We examine this hypothesis at the firm level (including all the firms in 2010 CPES),

taking advantage of the detailed information on family members’ participation in the firm.

The estimation is based on the following equation:

Yij = α+ βGenealogy Densityj +X
′
ijγ + µp + εij (5)

where Yij are family engagement variables in firm i county j, including the fraction of equity

shares held by family members, the fraction of board members that are family members,

whether the CEO is a family member and the fraction of managers who are family mem-

bers. Genealogy Densityj is the number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949 per 10,000 local

population in county j in 1953; the vector X
′
ij denotes control variables at the individual

level (founder’s characteristics), firm level and county level. Specially, we add the education

fixed effects, founder’s age and gender as individual controls. Firm-level controls include

log sales measuring the size of the firm, firm age, a dummy indicating whether the firm was

privatized from a state-owned enterprise and industry fixed effects. County-level controls

are the same as our baseline specification in Equation 2. µp are province fixed effects; εij is

the error term. Standard errors are clustered at the county level.

The results are presented in Table 5. We report estimates without historical and so-

cioeconomic controls in odd columns, and with those controls in even columns for each

dependent variable. In columns (5) and (6), we adopt Probit estimation since the outcome

is an indicator variable. We find that historical family culture is significantly and positively
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correlated with all four measures of family member engagement in firms. The magnitudes

of the coefficients are non-negligible compared to the mean value of the dependent variables.

For instance, in column (2), a one standard deviation increase in genealogy density leads to

a 2.1 percentage points increase in family ownership of equity shares, given that the mean

value is only 16.8% (12.5% increase in equity share ownership compared with the mean

value). Also, the fraction of managers who are family members increases by 1.7 percentage

points with a one standard deviation increase in genealogy density, as displayed in column

(8). Overall, the results confirm our hypothesis that historical family culture promotes

family engagement in the firms.

It could be further investigated why family members are more likely to be involved in

owning and managing the firms. This could be traced back to the time when the founder

raised initial capital.

6.2 Initial Capital

The second channel we test is whether founders emphasizing family values are more likely to

raise the initial capital from their family members rather than from formal institutions when

establishing the enterprise. Family culture could serve as a substitute for formal institutions

due to higher trust, reciprocity, obligation or altruism among family members. Hence, it

is easier for founders to borrow from their family members than from banks that usually

require collateral and are not always accessible in certain regions. More initial capital from

family members ensures stronger family control over the firm and a potentially higher level

of family engagement. The CPES data contains questions regarding the source of the initial

capital of the firm. Specifically, they ask the entrepreneurs whether their initial capital is

from several sources (multiple choices), including family members and bank loans. We test

our hypothesis using Equation 5 but replace the dependent variables with the two dummies

indicating whether the source of initial capital is from family members or banks. Since our

outcome variable is for the year of establishment, we control for the log of initial assets and

founding year fixed effects to account for the firm’s size and year-specific variations when

they were established.
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Table 5: Mechanism: family engagement in the firm

Dependent variable Family engagement in the firm

Equity Share Board Members CEO Managers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Genealogy density 0.018*** 0.021*** 0.028*** 0.026*** 0.012*** 0.010*** 0.019** 0.017*

(0.004) (0.004) (0.009) (0.009) (0.003) (0.003) (0.009) (0.010)

Individual controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Historical controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 2874 2874 1655 1655 3207 3207 2517 2517

R2/Pesudo R2 0.045 0.050 0.113 0.115 0.059 0.070 0.160 0.163

Mean dependent vars. 0.168 0.168 0.376 0.376 0.073 0.073 0.197 0.197

Notes. Firm-level regressions, probit (marginal effects reported) in column (5) and (6) and OLS in other
columns. We employ four variables to measure family engagement: the fraction of equity share held by
family members, the fraction of board members that are family members, a dummy indicating that the
CEO is a family member and the fraction of managers who are family members. Genealogy density is
number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Individual controls include
age, education fixed effects and gender of the entrepreneur. Firm controls include log sales, firm age, a
dummy indicating whether the firm was privatized and industry fixed effects. Geographic controls include
altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density
(1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex
ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial
capital dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Standard errors in
parentheses are clustered at the county level. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.

The results are reported in Table 6. In the columns of an odd number, we exclude

historical and socioeconomic controls, and in the even-number columns, we have full con-

trols. The estimates in column (2) show that the probability of raising initial capital from

family members is 1.7% higher when historical culture as measured by genealogy density

is increased by one standard deviation. In contrast, the probability of raising capital from

banks decreases by 2.3% as displayed in column (4). The results are robust to excluding

historical and socioeconomic controls. In sum, higher historical genealogy density increases

the likelihood of raising initial capital from family members and reduces the possibility of

raising capital from banks. It suggests that family members are more likely to offer financial

support to founders at the beginning of the entrepreneurship in counties with a stronger

historical family culture, thus possibly becoming shareholders or participating in the firm

management later. Further, the results imply that historical family culture could serve as a

substitute for formal institutions in financing early-stage firms and possibly an alternative

channel to create firms in the absence of a modern financial system.
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Table 6: Mechanism: the initial capital (Probit, marginal effects)

Dependent variable Whether the initial capital is from:

Family members Bank loan

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.013* 0.017*** -0.015* -0.023***
(0.007) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008)

Individual controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Geographic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3009 3009 3036 3036
Pseudo R2 0.093 0.102 0.087 0.109
Mean dependent vars. 0.084 0.084 0.239 0.239

Notes. Firm-level probit regressions (marginal effects reported). The first dependent variable is a dummy
indicating the initial capital was raised from family members. The second dependent variable is a dummy
indicating the initial capital was raised from the bank. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during
1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Individual controls include age, education fixed effects and
gender of the entrepreneur. Firm controls include log initial assets, founding year fixed effects, a dummy
indicating whether the firm was privatized and industry fixed effects. Geographic controls include altitude,
ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-
1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in
2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2000, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital
dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Standard errors in paren-
theses are clustered at the county level. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.

6.3 Inheritance

Another potential channel for the main effects relates to firm succession. Family culture

embodies more incentives to build a family legacy. Thus, in regions with a stronger historical

family culture, both founders and their children probably have stronger intentions to keep

the firms under family control over generations. CPES asked entrepreneurs whether they

planned to pass on the firms to their children and asked their children whether they would

like to inherit firms from parents. We can construct two binary variables based on their

answer (1 indicates Yes and 0 indicates No). For comparison purpose, we restrict firms to

ones that have answers to both questions.57 In our estimation, we employ Equation 5 but

replace the dependent variables with two indicator variables on bequest and inheritance and

perform Probit regressions.

As can be seen in Table 7, historical family culture is positively related to willingness

to inherit by children and the tendency to pass on the firms to offsprings by founders.

Specifically, in column (2) with full controls, a one standard deviation increase in genealogy

density is associated with a 2% increase in the willingness to inherit firms from parents.

57The results still hold when we include all firms that have responses to any of these two questions.
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Column (4) suggests that founders’ tendency to pass on the firms to their children increases

by 3% when genealogy density increases by one standard deviation. The results confirm our

hypothesis that people in regions with stronger historical family firms have a higher desire

to build a family legacy by keeping the firm under family control over generations.

Table 7: Mechanism: inheritance (Probit, marginal effects)

Dependent variable Willing to inherit Plan to pass on

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.020*** 0.020** 0.027* 0.030*
(0.008) (0.009) (0.016) (0.016)

Individual controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Geographic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 1110 1110 1110 1110
Pseudo R2 0.163 0.166 0.158 0.161
Mean dependent vars. 0.321 0.321 0.405 0.405

Notes. Firm-level probit regressions (marginal effects reported). “Willing to inherit” is a dummy indicating
the entrepreneur’s offspring are willing to inherit the firm. “Plan to pass on” is a dummy indicating the
entrepreneur plans to pass on the firm to his/her offspring. Genealogy density is number of genealogies
during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Individual controls include age, education fixed effects
and gender of the entrepreneur. Firm controls include log sales, firm age, a dummy indicating whether the
firm was privatized and industry fixed effects. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the county
level. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.

7 Firm Performance and Suggestive Evidence on Listed Firms

In this section, we demonstrate the private firm performance implications of historical family

culture and analyze its role in listed firms in China. First, we conduct a firm level analysis

of private firms to show that historical family culture leads to better firm performance.

Second, we provide an explanation for this result by documenting that firms in regions

with a stronger family culture display a lower leverage ratio which may improve the firm

performance. Furthermore, we explore the role of family culture on the share of listed firms

and find no statistically significant correlation.

7.1 Historical Family Culture and Firm Performance

The findings in previous sections reveal the effects of historical family clans on the share

of family firms and the underlying mechanism. Unlike past studies directly comparing the
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performance difference between family and non-family firms, we explore the deep role of

culture – specifically family culture – in the performance of firms. The empirical framework

we adopt is the same as the Specification 5. In particular, as a measure of performance, we

use return on asset (ROA), that is, the ratio of the net income to the total asset of each

firm in 2010.

Columns (1) and (2) in Table 8 present the results for the genealogy density for different

specifications of the empirical model without controlling for historical and social economics

variables, and with the full set of control variables. There is consistent evidence of genealogy

density’s positive impact on firm performance. Notably, a one standard deviation increase

in genealogy density is associated with an increase of ROA of about 8.7 percentage points.

Table 8: Firm performance and the underlying mechanism

Dependent variable ROA Leverage ROA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Genealogy density 0.073*** 0.087*** -0.075** -0.079*** 0.062*** 0.075***
(0.018) (0.020) (0.031) (0.020) (0.015) (0.017)

Leverage -0.210*** -0.207***
(0.038) (0.035)

Individual controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Geographic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 2227 2227 2769 2769 2227 2227
R2 0.039 0.046 0.183 0.194 0.060 0.066
Mean dependent vars. 0.297 0.297 20.876 20.876 0.297 0.297

Notes. Firm-level OLS regressions. We use ROA to measure firm performance. In column (1) and (2), we
do not control for leverage. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized
by 1953 population. Individual controls include age, education fixed effects and gender of the entrepreneur.
Firm controls include log sales, firm age, a dummy indicating whether the firm was privatized and industry
fixed effects. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability.
Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in
1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010,
bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy
density is standardized. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the county level. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05;
*** p<0.01.

How does historical family culture affect the firm performance? Schmid (2013) finds

that family firms rely less heavily on debt compared to non-family firms in Germany.58

One mechanism we exploit here is that firms in regions with a stronger family culture

accumulate less debt, which may be beneficial for the firm performance. Family culture

also indicates a will to build a family legacy, leading families to be more risk averse. Thus

firms have fewer incentives to take risky strategies such as debt financing, which may limit

58It also depends on the level of creditor monitoring.
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their performance (Lang, Ofek and Stulz, 1996; Opler and Titman, 1994).59 In addition,

as discussed in Section 6.2, firms in regions with a stronger family culture raise a higher

share of initial capital from family members and a lower share from banks. We would,

therefore, expect that family culture leads to a lower level of debt. We first examine this

conjecture by testing the correlation between the debt level and historical family culture.

In the following analysis, we adopt the same specification as Equation 5 and use Leverage,

which is the ratio of debt to asset as the main dependent variable to measure a firm’s debt

level. We regress Leverage on genealogy density separately with and without controlling

for historical and socioeconomic variables separately.

The results are displayed in columns (3) and (4) in Table 8. We can find a robustly

negative impact of genealogy density on Leverage across specifications. That is, firms

in regions with a stronger family culture have a lower level of debt. In terms of size, a

one standard deviation increase in genealogy density is associated with about 0.079 fewer

percentage points in the leverage ratio.

To further assess whether leverage is indeed the channel through which historical family

culture predicts the firm performance, we conduct a mediation analysis by adding Leverage

into the estimations in columns (1) and (2) in Table 8. The results are exhibited in columns

(5) and (6) in the same table. It is shown that Leverage is negatively associated with the

performance in all specifications. The size of the coefficient of genealogy density is still

positive and drops by around 16%, suggesting that leverage partly accounts for the effect of

historical family culture on performance. However, the positive relationship could also be

a consequence of reduced conflicts between principals and agents. Family managers could

devote more to the firm than professional managers because their interests align more with

firm heads (Cai et al., 2013).

7.2 Suggestive Evidence on Listed Firms

For additional insights regarding the effects of historical family culture on the structure of

firms, we extend the analysis to listed firms. Public companies are different from private

companies in many aspects such as size, access to the financial market, and regulations,

implying a possibly different role of culture in industry structure and firm management.

We make use of a panel dataset of all listed firms in China from 2003 to 2019 and conduct

a repeated cross section estimation as our main explanatory variable, genealogy density, is

time-invariant. We first replicate our analysis from Section 4.1 for the share of family firms

among listed firms at county level.60 In addition to the Specification 2, we control for the

59Though existing literature reveals both positive and negative relationship between indebtedness and
firm performance, firms in our sample are all unlisted private firms and are relatively young and small. This
is more consistent with the scenario in which the negative correlation appears.

60The family firms in the listed firm analysis are defined by the data source CSMAR. A listed firm is
defined as a family firm if the actual control person is a natural person, as shown in the ownership structure
of the firm.
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year fixed effects and update the relevant social economic variables to be time-variant in

our estimation.

Table A.30 presents the results for the full sample and a sample that excludes the

provincial capital cities and sub-provincial cities. As shown in Panel A, there is no similar

significantly positive effect of historical family culture in the share of family firms among

listed firms in all columns. To address the concern that people may migrant to especially

big cities or register firms in big cities for broader market and better access to financial

sources, we exclude provincial capital cities and sub-provincial cities from the sample.61

The sub-sample results are in Panel B, and we do not observe a consistent positive effect

of genealogy density with the sample size being only 1/3 of the full sample. Instead, the

coefficients of genealogy density even become negative.

The insignificant impact of historical family culture on the share of family firms may

be due to the fact that it is much easier for outside investors to obtain the equity of listed

firms through the stock market; hence the firms are less likely to be controlled by a single

natural person or family. It could also be possible that firms in regions with stronger family

cultures have fewer incentives to go public with hoping to keep the family control over the

firm. We do not directly test these potential explanations here; instead, we examine the

mechanism of family engagement among listed firms following Section 6.1. The results show

that there is no consistently positive impact of genealogy density on all four measures of

family engagement in listed family firms.62

8 Conclusion

Family firms play an important role in the economy, but little is known about the deter-

minants of the prevalence of family firms. This paper provides systematically plausible

evidence that historical family culture affects the spatial distribution of modern family

firms. To identify these effects, we exploit the fact that historical genealogy in China

greatly reflects people’s beliefs and behaviors related to the family. Drawing on detailed

data on private firms, we show that there is a large fraction of family firms in counties

with a stronger historical family culture. The instrumental variable approach and nearest

matching method improve the likelihood that the relationship we find is causal. We have

also conducted extensive robustness checks to mitigate the concern that omitted variables

drive our results. We observe that family members engage more in firms in terms of own-

ing equity shares, holding board positions and working as CEOs and managers in these

regions. Historical family culture serves as a substitute for formal institutions in financing.

Firms in regions with a stronger family culture are more likely to raise initial capital from

family members. Family culture also embodies stronger incentives to build family legacies.

61Notice that the genealogy density is for the county where a firm is registered, but not the home county
of the person who controls the firm.

62See Appendix Table A.31
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As shown by the results, entrepreneurs have stronger intentions to pass on firms to their

children, and their children are more willing to inherit the firms. Further, historical family

culture promotes firm performance partly by decreasing the leverage ratio.

Our study speaks to topics of general interest, even though it is based on data from

China. First, a strong family culture can still promote certain types of entrepreneurship,

though it might impede overall economic development. Second, there are deep historical

roots for contemporary industry structure in terms of the fraction of family firms. The

heterogeneity of the prevalence of family firms across countries should be correlated with

their family values. Immigrants to the same country from various cultural backgrounds will

have different probabilities of establishing family firms. Third, family culture influences the

management of firms in various respects due to entrepreneurs’ cultural values, indicating

that culture not only shapes the outcomes of countries and individuals, but also deeply

affects that of firms. This has deeper implications for economic development.
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A.1 Figures

Figure A.1: Distance of Zhuxi Disciples to the Nearest Zhuxi Academy
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A.2 Summary Statistics

Table A.1: Summary statistics

County-level variables Mean S.D. Min Medium Max Count

Fraction of family firms 0.497 0.211 0.000 0.500 1.000 204
Genealogy density 0.460 1.974 0.000 0.000 19.409 204
Academy (200 km) 1061.6 1704.1 0.0 268.9 10329.2 204
Altitude 413.9 602.4 0.1 186.0 3336.7 204
Ruggedness 1.739 1.712 0.017 1.322 9.189 204
Distance to coast 408.5 459.2 0.2 208.4 2551.2 204
Calorie suitability 1940.4 517.5 0.0 1977.0 2730.9 204
biography density 12.7 32.9 0.0 1.1 272.4 204
Population density in 1880 1.612 1.564 0.000 1.459 6.248 204
Tax per capita in 1820 0.072 0.075 0.000 0.049 0.641 204
Bank density (1990-2010) 1.2 1.5 0.2 0.9 18.3 204
Sex ratio in 2010 in 2010 104.6 6.2 82.9 103.6 141.1 204
Minority rate in 2010 7.3 15.6 0.0 1.3 93.3 204
Urbanization rate in 2010 43.0 24.9 3.8 40.1 94.4 204
Provincial capital dummy 0.353 0.479 0.000 0.000 1.000 204

Firm-level variables Mean S.D. Min Medium Max Count

Equity shares held by family members 0.168 0.225 0.000 0.020 1.000 2874
Family board members 0.376 0.363 0.000 0.333 1.000 1655
Family CEO 0.073 0.260 0.000 0.000 1.000 3365
Family managers 0.197 0.285 0.000 0.000 1.000 2517
Initial capital from family members 0.084 0.277 0.000 0.000 1.000 3374
Initial capital from bank loans 0.239 0.427 0.000 0.000 1.000 3374
Willing to inherit 0.321 0.467 0.000 0.000 1.000 1677
Plan to pass on 0.405 0.491 0.000 0.000 1.000 1828
Return on Asset 0.297 1.128 -13.300 0.082 26.260 2227
Leverage 20.876 28.886 0.000 0.000 360.000 2769
Entrepreneur’s age 45.801 8.727 19.000 46.000 93.000 3487
Entrepreneur’s education 3.868 1.091 1.000 4.000 6.000 3487
Female 0.153 0.360 0.000 0.000 1.000 3487
log sales 6.472 2.470 0.000 6.661 15.187 3487
Firm age 8.758 4.667 0.000 8.000 21.000 3487
Whether it was privatized 1.840 0.367 1.000 2.000 2.000 3487
log initial asset 5.148 1.736 0.000 4.796 10.915 3004
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Table A.2: Genealogy Density and Missing Values in Firm Variables

Dependent variable Missing Values in:

Equity Share Board Members CEO Managers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Genealogy density -0.010 -0.006 0.006 0.012 0.003 0.004 -0.009 -0.007

(0.010) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.002) (0.003) (0.007) (0.007)

Geographic controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Historical controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 4382 4382 4382 4382 4382 4382 4382 4382

R2 0.057 0.086 0.029 0.038 0.029 0.038 0.053 0.064

Notes. Firm-level OLS regressions. Outcome variables are dummies indicating whether this is a missing
value in the fraction of equity share held by family members, the fraction of board members that are family
members, whether CEO is a family member and the fraction of managers who are family members. Genealogy
density is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls
include altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography
density (1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include
sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial
capital dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Standard errors in
parentheses are clustered at the county level. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.

A.3 Validation of Genealogy
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Table A.3: Validation of Genealogy: CFPS Data

Dependent variable Happy family Child. having Family relation.
important achieve. important are close

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Genealogy book 0.013 0.025 0.034** 0.029* 0.059** 0.042*
(0.015) (0.017) (0.015) (0.016) (0.023) (0.023)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 33289 29421 33289 29421 30632 27038
R2 0.000 0.157 0.000 0.154 0.001 0.428

Dependent variable Visit grave # Relatives visit Principal component
last year #spring festival of family ties

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Genealogy book 0.144*** 0.150*** 0.253*** 0.132*** 0.071*** 0.059***
(0.021) (0.023) (0.023) (0.024) (0.017) (0.018)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 33281 29414 33099 29254 33293 29425
R2 0.004 0.352 0.011 0.312 0.001 0.228

Notes. OLS regressions. All continuous variables are standardized. Controls include age, gender, household
registration status FEs, ethnic group FEs, education FEs, marriage status FEs and community or village
FEs. Standard errors clustered at the household level are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, ***
p < 0.01.

Table A.4: Genealogy and Other Cultural Norms

Dependent variable Trust Ancestral hall Rice suitability

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Genealogy density 0.002 0.007 -0.000 -0.052 0.344*** 0.238***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.019) (0.059) (0.045) (0.043)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

Observations 22196 21566 29055 28209 28956 28491
R2 0.000 0.038 0.000 0.152 0.122 0.546

Notes. OLS regressions. All continuous variables are standardized. Controls include individual level age,
gender, household registration status FEs, ethnic group FEs, education FEs, marriage status FEs, and
county level geographic controls, historical controls, and socioeconomic controls. Standard errors clustered
at the county level are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Table A.5: Validation of Genealogy: Controlling for Other Cultural Norms

Dependent variable Principal component of family ties

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Genealogy density 0.045*** 0.041*** 0.047*** 0.054*** 0.049*** 0.044**
(0.014) (0.015) (0.015) (0.016) (0.016) (0.017)

Trust others 0.020 0.022
(0.015) (0.015)

Ancestral hall 0.016 0.025
(0.020) (0.018)

Rice suitability -0.148 -0.055
(0.116) (0.046)

Academy(200 km) 0.012 0.025
(0.027) (0.029)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 28612 21566 28209 28491 28612 21165
R2 0.058 0.074 0.069 0.068 0.068 0.077

Notes. OLS regressions. All continuous variables are standardized. Controls include individual level age,
gender, household registration status FEs, ethnic group FEs, education FEs, marriage status FEs, and
county level geographic controls, historical controls, and socioeconomic controls. Standard errors clustered
at the county level are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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A.4 IV: Exclusion Restrictions

Table A.6: IV: exclusion restrictions

Dependent variable Urbanization in 2010 Average edu in 2010 Sex ratio in 2010 Bank density (1990-2010)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Academy(200 km) 0.168 -2.434 0.207 0.072 1.759* 1.395 0.597 0.481
(3.449) (2.970) (0.187) (0.075) (1.020) (1.117) (0.507) (0.442)

Geographic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204 204 204 204 204
R2 0.280 0.557 0.320 0.897 0.318 0.419 0.145 0.260
Mean dependent vars. 43.0 43.0 9.8 9.8 104.6 104.6 1.2 1.2

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Academy (200 km) measures the influence of Confucian academies within 200
km during Song dynasty. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability.
Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820.
Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density
(1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy (We exclude the corresponding variable if it is the dependent variable).
Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. *
p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.7: IV: exclusion restrictions

Dependent variable Confucianism in 2010 Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Academy (200 km) 317.7*** 215.6**
(111.741) (96.746)

Confucianism in 2010 0.031 0.024
(0.025) (0.031)

Geographic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
R2 0.708 0.783 0.243 0.253
Mean dependent vars. 1017.2 1017.2 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Academy (200 km) measures the influence of Confucian academies
within 200 km during Song dynasty. Confucianism in 2010 measures the influence of contemporary Confucian
temples within 200 km using the same method as Academy (200 km). Geographic controls include altitude,
ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-
1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in
2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital
dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are
in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.

A.5 Robustness: Endogeneity Issues
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Table A.8: Sources of Variation of Genealogy Density

Dependent Variable: Genealogy Density

(1) (2) (3)

Altitude -0.134 -0.158 -0.091
(0.113) (0.154) (0.151)

Ruggedness 0.130* 0.144* 0.098
(0.071) (0.082) (0.070)

Distance to coast -0.084 -0.071 -0.049
(0.078) (0.082) (0.081)

Calorie index pre1500 -0.050 -0.081 0.007
(0.055) (0.088) (0.090)

Celebrity density -0.017 -0.046*
(0.016) (0.024)

Pop density in 1880 0.064 0.008
(0.205) (0.191)

Tax per capita 1820 -0.024 -0.057
(0.058) (0.061)

Academy (200 km) 0.415***
(0.119)

Cultural revolution 0.003
(0.023)

Province FEs Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204
R2 0.372 0.374 0.432

Notes. OLS regressions. All the variables are standardized here. Standard errors clustered at the county
level are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Table A.9: Cultural Revolution and Political Influence

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Genealogy density 0.054*** 0.052** 0.055*** 0.054*** 0.053*** 0.052**
(0.018) (0.021) (0.017) (0.021) (0.017) (0.021)

Cultural revolution mortality 0.002 0.001
(0.003) (0.003)

ln(Culture revolution mortality + 0.01) 0.010 0.011
(0.007) (0.008)

ln (Distance to Beijing) 0.018 0.006
(0.031) (0.035)

Geographic controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204 204 204
R2 0.252 0.270 0.259 0.279 0.250 0.268
Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. In the first two columns, we control for the number of revolution-
related deaths per 1,000,000 people during the cultural revolution. In columns 3 and 4, we control for the
ln (Cultural revolution mortality + 0.01). In the last two columns, we control for the distance to Beijing.
Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We only consider counties with at least 5 firms
surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population.
Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls
include biography density (1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic
controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010)
and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized.
Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.

Table A.10: Genealogy Density after 1976

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density after 1976 0.009** 0.008 0.010* 0.010*
(0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006)

Distance to Beijing No No Yes Yes

Geographic controls No Yes No Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
R2 0.233 0.238 0.248 0.253
Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. We only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy
density after 1976 is number of genealogies after 1976, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls
include altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography
density (1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include
sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial
capital dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard
errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.11: Keju and Confucianism

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.060*** 0.060*** 0.054*** 0.033*
(0.019) (0.015) (0.020) (0.019)

Jinshi density Yes No No No
Juren density No Yes No No
Confucianism 2010 No No Yes No
Academy (200 km) No No No Yes

Geographic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 176 176 204 204
R2 0.252 0.267 0.272 0.291
Mean dependent vars. 0.503 0.503 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. In column (1), we control for Jinshi density. In column (2), we
control for Juren density. In column (3), we control for a measure of Confucianism based on distances to
contemporary Confucian temples within 200 km. In column (4), we control for our instrument. Dependent
variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed.
Genealogy density is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic
controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include
biography density (1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls
include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a
provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust
standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.

Table A.12: Economic Prosperity

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.058*** 0.072*** 0.055*** 0.057**
(0.018) (0.020) (0.018) (0.022)

GDP per capita Yes Yes No No
Night light density No No Yes Yes

Geographic controls No Yes No Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 140 140 198 198
R2 0.364 0.445 0.257 0.278
Mean dependent vars. 0.499 0.499 0.494 0.494

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. In the first two columns, we control for GDP per capita in 2010.
In the last two columns, we control for average nighttime light in 2010. Dependent variable is fraction of
family firms in each county. We only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density
is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include
altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density
(1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio
in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital
dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are
in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.13: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (exclude provincial capital and
sub-provincial cities)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.058*** 0.059*** 0.061*** 0.066***
(0.019) (0.020) (0.022) (0.024)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 130 130 130 130
R2 0.228 0.234 0.277 0.286
Mean dependent vars. 0.491 0.491 0.491 0.491

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Counties belonging to a provincial capital or a sub-provincial city
are removed. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We only consider counties
with positive genealogies and at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during
1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010 and bank density (1990-2010). Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy
density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.

Table A.14: Migration

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.054*** 0.056*** 0.053*** 0.050**
(0.017) (0.021) (0.018) (0.022)

Migration rate Yes Yes No No
Immigration rate No No Yes Yes

Geographic controls No Yes No Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
R2 0.251 0.271 0.250 0.269
Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. In the first two columns, we control for the migration rate in 2010.
In the last two columns, we control for the immigration rate in 2010. Dependent variable is fraction of
family firms in each county. We only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density
is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include
altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density
(1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio
in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital
dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are
in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.15: Marketization and Government-business Relations

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.054*** 0.052** 0.053*** 0.055**
(0.018) (0.021) (0.018) (0.022)

Marketization Yes Yes No No
Gov-business No No Yes Yes

Geographic controls No Yes No Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 201 201 192 192
R2 0.246 0.265 0.237 0.262
Mean dependent vars. 0.494 0.494 0.488 0.488

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. In the first two columns, we control for the marketization index. In
the last two columns, we control for the government-business relations index. Dependent variable is fraction
of family firms in each county. We only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density
is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include
altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density
(1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio
in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital
dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are
in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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A.6 Robustness: Alternative Definitions of Family Firms

Table A.16: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (OLS)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms (10% share + family engage.)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.049*** 0.047*** 0.046** 0.048**
(0.018) (0.018) (0.019) (0.021)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms (20% share + family engage.)

Genealogy density 0.050*** 0.048** 0.047** 0.049**
(0.018) (0.019) (0.020) (0.021)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms (33.3% share + family engage.)

Genealogy density 0.051*** 0.049*** 0.048** 0.050**
(0.018) (0.018) (0.020) (0.021)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms (66.7% share + family engage.)

Genealogy density 0.052*** 0.050*** 0.050*** 0.052***
(0.015) (0.016) (0.016) (0.018)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms (50% share)

Genealogy density 0.018** 0.017* 0.016* 0.015
(0.009) (0.010) (0.009) (0.010)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms (66.7% share)

Genealogy density 0.027** 0.026** 0.026** 0.024*
(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county under
different definitions of being a family firm. We only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed.
Genealogy density is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic
controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include
biography density (1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls
include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a
provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust
standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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A.7 Robustness: Alternative Samples

Table A.17: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (counties with at least 3 firms
surveyed)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.049** 0.049** 0.056** 0.055**
(0.023) (0.024) (0.023) (0.023)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 276 276 276 276
R2 0.220 0.232 0.247 0.256
Mean dependent vars. 0.515 0.515 0.515 0.515

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We
only consider counties with at least 3 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during
1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; **
p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.18: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (counties with at least 10 firms
surveyed)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.042*** 0.040*** 0.042*** 0.049***
(0.013) (0.014) (0.014) (0.015)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 114 114 114 114
R2 0.405 0.414 0.433 0.454
Mean dependent vars. 0.492 0.492 0.492 0.492

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We
only consider counties with at least 10 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during
1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; **
p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.19: Genealogy density and the distribution of family firms (Probit, marginal effects)

Dependent variable Family firm dummy

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.039*** 0.039*** 0.040*** 0.044***
(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)

Individual controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3077 3077 3077 3077
Pseudo R2 0.057 0.057 0.059 0.060
Mean dependent vars. 0.506 0.506 0.506 0.506

Notes. Firm-level probit regressions (marginal effects reported). Dependent variable is a dummy indicating a
family firm. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population.
Individual controls include age, education fixed effects and gender of the entrepreneur. Firm controls include
log sales, firm age, a dummy indicating whether the firm was privatized and industry fixed effects. Geographic
controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include
biography density (1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls
include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a
provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Standard
errors in parentheses are clustered at the county level. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.20: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (counties with positive genealo-
gies)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.057*** 0.063*** 0.061*** 0.071***
(0.020) (0.021) (0.019) (0.021)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 75 75 75 75
R2 0.398 0.428 0.504 0.523
Mean dependent vars. 0.525 0.525 0.525 0.525

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We
only consider counties with positive genealogies and at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number
of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude,
ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-
1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in
2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital
dummy. Province fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are
in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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A.8 Robustness: Alternative Methods

Table A.21: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (Tobit)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.054** 0.052** 0.051** 0.053**
(0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
Pseudo R2 -2.713 -2.779 -2.880 -2.964
Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level Tobit regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We
only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during
1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.22: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (droping province FEs)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.043*** 0.038*** 0.039*** 0.039***
(0.011) (0.012) (0.012) (0.013)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs No No No No

Observations 204 204 204 204
R2 0.020 0.029 0.041 0.047
Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We
only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during
1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are not included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1;
** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.23: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (different standard errors)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.053 0.051 0.050 0.052
Clustered SE (city) (0.017)*** (0.018)*** (0.019)** (0.021)**
Clustered SE (province) (0.019)*** (0.019)** (0.019)** (0.020)**
Conley SE (100km) (0.015)*** (0.015)*** (0.017)*** (0.017)***
Conley SE (500km) (0.010)*** (0.010)*** (0.010)*** (0.011)***

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
R2 0.250 0.254 0.262 0.268
Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We
only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during
1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Standard errors clustered at the city level, standard errors
clustered at the province level, Conley standard errors with a cutoff of 100km and 500km are in parentheses.
* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.24: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (Take log)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

log (Genealogy density+1) 0.045*** 0.044*** 0.044*** 0.049***
(0.014) (0.014) (0.015) (0.016)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
R2 0.261 0.265 0.274 0.283
Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We
only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during
1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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A.9 Robustness: Alternative Matching Estimates

Table A.25: Robustness: Alternative Matching Estimates

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: matching based on GDP per capita
Genealogy density 0.122*** 0.116*** 0.147*** 0.213**

(0.033) (0.032) (0.036) (0.071)

Panel B: matching based on night light density
Genealogy density 0.190** 0.185*** 0.176** 0.202**

(0.078) (0.066) (0.073) (0.092)

Panel C: matching without Qinling-Huaihe counties
Genealogy density 0.060*** 0.073*** 0.061** 0.053*

(0.017) (0.013) (0.024) (0.029)

Panel D: matching with replacement
Genealogy density 0.046*** 0.046*** 0.041*** 0.038***

(0.015) (0.016) (0.015) (0.013)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Pair FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes. Alternative county-level matching approaches based on GDP per capita, night light density, without
qinling-huaihe counties, and with replacement separately. We only consider counties with at least 5 firms
surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population.
Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls
include biography density (1368-1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic
controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010, urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010)
and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects and pair fixed effects are included. Genealogy density
is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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A.10 Robustness: IV

Table A.26: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (IV – 100 km)

Second stage results
Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.243* 0.252** 0.233* 0.252**
(0.126) (0.125) (0.120) (0.120)

Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

First stage results
Dependent variable Genealogy density

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Academy(within 100km) 0.268*** 0.290*** 0.310*** 0.315***
(0.077) (0.087) (0.089) (0.089)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
KP F-statistic 12.09 11.21 12.22 12.45
R2 0.399 0.412 0.417 0.435
Mean dependent vars. 0.460 0.460 0.460 0.460

Notes. County-level IV regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We only
consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during 1368 to
1949, normalized by 1953 population. We employ the influence of Confucian academies within 100 km during
Song dynasty as the IV for genealogy density. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; **
p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.27: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (IV– 300 km)

Second stage results
Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.228* 0.240* 0.224* 0.233*
(0.120) (0.124) (0.120) (0.120)

Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

First stage results
Dependent variable Genealogy density

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Academy(within 300 km) 0.346*** 0.364*** 0.386*** 0.390***
(0.094) (0.099) (0.104) (0.106)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
KP F-statistic 13.54 13.53 13.69 13.57
R2 0.403 0.412 0.417 0.436
Mean dependent vars. 0.460 0.460 0.460 0.460

Notes. County-level IV regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We only
consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during 1368 to
1949, normalized by 1953 population. We employ the influence of Confucian academies within 300 km during
Song dynasty as the IV for genealogy density. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; **
p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.28: Genealogy density and fraction of family firms (IV – number of academies)

Second stage results
Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Genealogy density 0.230* 0.242* 0.225 0.233*
(0.140) (0.145) (0.141) (0.140)

Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

First stage results
Dependent variable Genealogy density

(1) (2) (3) (4)

No. of Academy(within 200 km) 0.312*** 0.325*** 0.346*** 0.352***
(0.088) (0.092) (0.095) (0.093)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
KP F-statistic 12.68 12.44 13.28 14.36
R2 0.032 0.040 0.054 0.053
Mean dependent vars. 0.460 0.460 0.460 0.460

Notes. County-level IV regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We only
consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of genealogies during 1368
to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. We employ number of Confucian academies within 200 km during
Song dynasty as the IV for genealogy density. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to
coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density
in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; **
p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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A.11 Robustness: A Placebo Test

Table A.29: Buddhist temples and fraction of family firms (OLS)

Dependent variable Fraction of family firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Buddhist temple density -0.012 -0.013 -0.004 -0.002
(0.009) (0.010) (0.016) (0.015)

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 204 204 204 204
R2 0.232 0.238 0.245 0.250
Mean dependent vars. 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.497

Notes. County-level OLS regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county. We only
consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Buddhist temple density is number of Buddhist temples in
1820, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast
and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-1949), population density in
1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010, minority rate in 2010,
urbanization rate in 2010, bank density (1990-2010) and a provincial capital dummy. Province fixed effects
are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; **
p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.30: Genealogy density and fraction of listed family firms

Dependent variable Fraction of Family Firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: Full sample
Genealogy density 0.015 0.018 0.015 -0.009

(0.012) (0.011) (0.011) (0.010)

Observations 1575 1575 1575 1554
R2 0.698 0.715 0.717 0.773
Mean dependent vars. 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500

Panel B: Excluding provincial capitals and sub-provincial cities
Genealogy density -0.004 -0.007 -0.012 -0.020**

(0.009) (0.009) (0.010) (0.008)

Observations 567 567 567 567
R2 0.707 0.727 0.732 0.826
Mean dependent vars. 0.690 0.690 0.690 0.690

Geographic controls No Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No No Yes Yes
Socioeconomic controls No No No Yes
Year FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes. County-level Fixed Effects regressions. Dependent variable is fraction of family firms in each county
in each year. We only consider counties with at least 5 firms surveyed. Genealogy density is number of
genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include altitude,
ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-
1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in
2010 in 2010 , minority rate in 2010 in 2010, , bank density (1990-2010), GDP per capita, health, and a
provincial capital dummy. Province and Year fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized.
Robust standard errors are in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Table A.31: Mechanisms: family engagement in listed firms

Dependent variable Family engagement in the firm

Director Share Supervisor Share Manager Share Salary Share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Genealogy -0.004 -0.006 -0.002 -0.001 -0.007 -0.009** -0.004 -0.007
(0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006)

Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Geographic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Historical controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Socioeconomic controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Year FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 4929 4687 4931 4689 4928 4686 4694 4473
R2 0.173 0.179 0.087 0.087 0.195 0.205 0.171 0.175
Mean dependent vars. 0.222 0.225 0.020 0.020 0.159 0.161 0.238 0.241

Notes. Firm-level Fixed Effects Estimates. Dependent variables are fraction of directors, supervisor, managers who
are family members. The last dependent variable is the ratio of salary of family members to the total salary.Genealogy
density is number of genealogies during 1368 to 1949, normalized by 1953 population. Geographic controls include
altitude, ruggedness, distance to coast and calorie suitability. Historical controls include biography density (1368-
1949), population density in 1880 and tax per capita in 1820. Socioeconomic controls include sex ratio in 2010 in
2010 , minority rate in 2010 in 2010, bank density (1990-2010), GDP per capita, health and a provincial capital
dummy. Province and Year fixed effects are included. Genealogy density is standardized. Robust standard errors are
in parentheses. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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